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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
The Oregon Department of Transportation (ODOT) is responsible for 
approximately 320 steel bridges, many of which have flooring system connection details 
that are fatigue prone. Over 20 structures have been found to have details with fatigue 
cracks. The majority of these bridges built prior to 1960, have details nearing the end of 
their fatigue life and will require increased inspection and repair over the next 10 to 20 
years. Bridges on major routes require added attention since they can experience as many 
as 1 to 5 million significant load cycles per year. Some of these bridges have over 1000 
connection details making the cost of inspection and repair very expensive. 
The need to quantify the fatigue condition of these connection details is apparent. 
It is driven by the desire to limit inspection and to repair or replace only details with 
potential problems. The need exists to accurately assess the loading conditions and 
fatigue crack growth rate for the connection details and to develop a low cost field 
identification methodology to identify problem details. The current procedure is to repair 
only those connection details that currently contain visible fatigue cracks. Other 
connection details are left in service even though they may be nearing the end of their 
serviceable life. A more economic repair procedure could be implemented if there is 
detailed knowledge about which details are nearing the end of their fatigue life. 
The goal of this research is to accurately assess the loading conditions and the 
fatigue crack growth rate for the connection details of a specific bridge, the Winchester 
Bridge on Interstate 5 in Roseburg, Oregon. Even though the analysis is being performed 
for this specific bridge, there is an expectation that the procedure, and to some degree, the 2 
results, can be applied to other bridges. Figure 1-1 shows a flowchart of the different 
phases of the project. 
Problem Specification 
Backgound and Theory 
Loading Analysis 
1) Stringer Loading Analysis 
2) Global FEA Modeling 
Stress and DePlection Analysis 
1) Clip Angle Deflection and Stress Analysis 
2) 2D FEA Modeling 
3) 3D FEA Modeling 
Fatigue Analysis 
1) Stress-Life 
2) Fracture Mechanics 
Identif ication Methodology 
Retrofit Strategies 
Figure 1-1. Flow chart of the project phases. 
Problem specifications are discussed in Chapter 2; the specific bridge for study is 
identified and described. The Loading Analysis is addressed in Chapter 4 and includes a 
discussion of the two analysis methods used to determine the loading on the stringers 3 
(beams attached to connection details). In Chapter 5, Stress and Deflection Analysis, the 
deflections and stress ranges of the connection details are quantified. Detailed finite 
element models are used extensively in the both the Loading Analysis and the Deflection 
and Stress Analysis. Hand calculations are used to gain insight into and guide the 
development of the finite element models. Experimental data are used to validate the 
analysis. Chapter 6 covers the Fatigue Analysis and includes reviews of the two methods 
used for estimating the connection details' remaining life. The development of a low cost 
field identification methodology to identify problem connection details is discussed in 
Chapter 7. In Chapter 8 results are presented from the investigation of five retrofit 
strategies. The project is summarized in Chapter 9. 4 
2.0 PROBLEM SPECIFICATION
 
The Winchester Bridge is a typical steel deck truss bridge under the responsibility 
of ODOT that has experienced high cycle fatigue problems in its flooring system 
connection details. For this reason, the Winchester Bridge was selected for study. 
The Winchester Bridge, located on Interstate 5, five miles north of Roseburg, 
Oregon, spans the North Fork of the Umpqua River. The bridge has separate north and 
southbound structures that were constructed in 1953 and 1963, respectively. The two 
structures are very similar in their construction. Each structure is made of six, 140 foot 
steel deck truss spans. Figure 2-1 illustrates one span of the southbound structure without 
the reinforced concrete deck. The spans are separated by expansion joints 
Figure 2-1. Diagram of one span of the southbound structure of the 
Winchester Bridge without the six inch concrete deck. 5 
making them independent of one another. Each span is made up of a pair of steel trusses 
whose center lines are 20 feet apart. Each pair of trusses supports nine laterally oriented 
floor beams that are 17.5 feet apart. The sections between the floor beams are called 
"panels". The northbound structure has five stringers in each panel running between the 
floor beams. The southbound structure has seven stringers in each panel. A six inch 
thick reinforced concrete deck lays on top of the floor beams and stringers. The north and 
southbound structures have slightly different size floor beams and stringers. In the 
northbound structure the floor beams are W24 x 76 wide flange steel beams and the 
stringers are W18 x 50 wide flange steel beams. In the southbound structure the floor 
beams are W27 x 84 wide flange steel beams and the stringers are W18 x 45 wide flange 
steel beams. 
It is in the connection details (or clip angles) that connect the stringers to the floor 
beams that fatigue cracks have been found. Figure 2-2 shows a typical connection detail 
assembly. 
Figure 2-2. Typical stringer to floor beam connection detail assembly. 6 
Figure 2-3 illustrates the clip angle used in the stringer to floor beam connection 
assemblies on the Winchester Bridge. The clip angles are connected to the stringers and 
--\ t- 3/8 in 
Floor Beam  Stringer 
Leg  15 in  Leg 
L4 in 
Figure 2-3. Clip angle used in the stringer to floor beam assemblies on 
the Winchester Bridge. 
floor beams using % inch diameter rivets. Rivet holes are positioned 1.5 inches from the 
edges and spaced 3 inches apart on center. 
The primary function of the clip angles is to transmit the shear from the stringer to 
the floor beam. Because they are riveted to both the stringer and floor beam, the angles 
are subjected to flexural stresses caused by the vertical deflection of the stringer under 
wheel loads. As the stringer deflects, the rotation of the end of the stringer subjects the 
connection detail to a flexural moment. 
Fatigue cracks as long as four inches have been found in the clip angles. The 
cracks have been located at the corner of the clip angle running vertically from the top of 7 
the clip angle down. The fracture surface of the cracks have been oriented at an angle of 
approximately 45 degrees to the legs of the clip angle. Figure 2-4 illustrates a clip angle 
with a typical fatigue crack. 
Fatigue Crack 
O 
Floor Beam  O  Stringer
 
Leg  Leg
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Figure 2-4. Clip angle with a typical fatigue crack. 
In 1994, repair was conducted on both the north and southbound structures of the 
Winchester Bridge. Thirteen cracked clip angles were replaced on the southbound 
structure at a cost of $16,384. Similar work was performed on the northbound structure 
at a cost of $16,296. 
The north and southbound structures of the Winchester Bridge are logical choices 
on which to perform a detailed analysis. The structures are typical steel deck truss 8 
bridges which have both had significant fatigue problems and experience a high number 
of load cycles per year. They are also crucial structures for the transportation of people 
and goods through the interstate corridor. 9 
3.0 BACKGROUND AND THEORY
 
The first step in solving a problem is to first establish what research has already 
been performed that can assist in solving that problem. The examination of research 
performed on similar projects can give insight and help in understanding the problem 
currently being studied. 
The connection angles in a study of railway bridge connection angles performed 
by Wilson of the University of Illinois [Wilson, 1938] are very similar to the clip angles 
used on the Winchester Bridge. A finite element analysis and field testing were 
performed by [Cao et al, 1996] on a Colorado State Route 224 bridge over the South 
Platte River near Commerce City. The National Cooperative Highway Research Program 
(NCHRP) Report 299, Fatigue Evaluation Procedures for Steel Bridges [Moses, et al, 
1987] contains comprehensive fatigue evaluation procedures developed to guide the 
fatigue evaluation of existing bridges. The NCHRP Report 299, the study of the 
reinforced concrete deck, and Wilson's study on railway bridge connection details are 
discussed in the following section. 
Basic principles and theory are used as tools in research. For this project the use 
and understanding of finite element analysis (FEA) and fatigue theory are very important. 
FEA and the FEA modeling tools used in this research, as well as three methods of 
fatigue analysis are reviewed in the following sections. 
3.1 BACKGROUND 
Fatigue in bridges has been a concern to the transportation community for many 
years. Studies of connection angles for stringers of railway bridges were performed in the 10 
late 1930's by Wilson and Coombe of the University of Illinois [Wilson, 1938] and 
[Wilson and Coombe, 1939]. Both computational analysis and fatigue testing were 
performed. The connection details that Wilson studied experience flexural stresses due to 
deformation of the bridge. There are two actions that contributed to these flexural 
stresses. 
The first was the lengthening of the bottom chord of the truss with passage of a 
train. The stringers did not experience a corresponding change in length and since the 
floor beams are connected to both bottom chord and the stringers an axial force was 
produced and transmitted through the connection angles. One stress cycle was completed 
for each passage of a train. 
The second action was the vertical deflection of the stringer under each set of 
wheels. The deflection rotated the end of the stringer and subjected the connection detail 
to a flexural moment. Stress cycles from this action were repeated for the passage of each 
car. 
Wilson concluded that, because the stress in a flexural member varies as the 
square of the length, the stress state is much worse for connection details with short stiff 
legs than those with longer more flexible legs [Wilson, 1938]. 
Nine connection details of three different configurations were fatigue tested by 
repeatedly applying axial loads. The tests were designed to find the fatigue strengths of 
both connection angles and rivets [Wilson and Coombe, 1939]. 
The purpose of the study on the reinforced concrete bridge decks was to determine 
whether the top transverse reinforcing bars in the deck are necessary to sustain the 
negative bending moments and the tensile stresses seen in the top of the deck over the 
girders. The motivation for eliminating the top transverse reinforcing bars is that they are 
most susceptible to corrosion from deicing chemicals. [Cao, et al, 1996] 11 
A finite element model was used in conjunction with experimental testing to 
determine the stress of the deck over the girders. Both the concrete deck and the girders 
were modeled. The concrete deck in the vicinity of the load points was modeled using a 
two layers of solid elements. The girders were modeled using 3D beam elements. Rigid 
beam elements were used to connect the nodes on the bottom of the deck to the centroid 
of the girders. In areas away from the load points equivalent beam elements were used to 
model the combination of the deck and the girders. [Cao, et al, 1996] 
A substantial amount of research has been done to develop fatigue evaluation 
procedures for bridges. The National Cooperative Highway Research Program (NCHRP) 
Report 299, Fatigue Evaluation Procedures for Steel Bridges [Moses, et al, 1987] is a 
comprehensive report that outlines procedures for evaluating the fatigue condition of 
existing steel bridges. Loading issues, such as the proposed standard fatigue truck, 
impact, truck superposition, and cycles per truck passage, are discussed. The report 
contains methods for calculating moment ranges, stress ranges and the remaining fatigue 
life. Options for different levels of effort that reduce uncertainties and improve 
predictions of remaining life are presented. The evaluation procedures provided an 
effective guide to developing the analysis methods used in the project. 
3.2 FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS 
The finite element method, which was introduced in the late 1950's, is a type of 
computer simulation that is used to perform computational mechanics. The component of 
interest is first divided up into many small boxes or elements. The elements can have 
irregular shapes and conform closely to the shape of the component being modeled. The 
collection of elements forms a three-dimensional grid or mesh and makes the object look 12 
as though it is made of small building blocks. Nodes are points in the mesh where 
elements are connected. Discrete equations are used to mathematically couple adjacent 
nodes of the mesh to one another. Although the equations couple only adjacent nodes, 
they are derived from global balance laws. The following sections discuss the finite 
element method modeling tools that are used in the global FEA model, the 2D FEA 
model, and the 3D FEA model. 
Global FEA Modeling 
COSMOS/M was used to perform the finite element macro modeling. 
COSMOS/M is a modular, self-contained finite element system developed by Structural 
Research and Analysis Corporation [COSMOS/M User's Guide, 1992]. The module 
GEOSTAR was used as the mesh generator and post-processor. The STAR module was 
used for the linear static analysis of the deck structure. Other modules are available with 
a variety of different modeling capabilities. 
2D FEA Modeling 
The 2D modeling was performed using codes developed by the Methods 
Development Group at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL). MAZE was 
used to generate the mesh. It was developed as a mesh generator for the LLNL family of 
2D FEA codes. [Hallquist, 1983] 
NIKE2D was used to perform the analysis. This program is a nonlinear, implicit, 
2D finite element code for solid mechanics. It uses a variety of elastic and inelastic 
material models. It has slide line algorithms that permit gaps, frictional sliding, and 
single surface contact along material interfaces. [Engelmann, 1991] 13 
ORION was used to view the results generated by NIKE2D. It is an interactive 
color post-processor developed to view the results of the 2D FEA codes at LLNL. 
[Hallquist and Levatin, 1992] 
3D FEA Modeling 
Mesh generation for the 3D FEA model was performed using INGRID and later 
using True Grid. INGRID is a generalized 3D finite element mesh generator developed by 
the Methods Development Group at LLNL. It has the capability of generating complex 
geometrical models of nonlinear systems with beam, shell, and hexahedral elements. 
[Christon and Dovey, 1992] 
True Grid is a highly interactive mesh generator for wide range of 3D FEA codes. 
It is similar to INGRID and will generate complex meshes using beam, shell, and 
hexahedral elements. It was developed by XYZ Scientific Applications, Inc. [True Grid 
User's Manual, 1995] 
The FEA codes used for the 3D modeling were NIKE3D and LS-NIKE3D. 
NIKE3D is a nonlinear, implicit, 3D finite element code for solid and structural 
mechanics. NIKE3D uses beam, shell, and hexahedral elements and a variety of elastic 
and inelastic material models. It has contact-impact algorithms that permit gaps, 
frictional sliding, and mesh discontinuities along material interfaces. NIKE3D was 
originally developed by John Hallquist of the Methods Development Group at LLNL, 
with continued development by Bradley Maker and Robert Ferencz. [Maker, 1991] 
LS-NIKE3D is an implicit, finite-deformation, finite element code for analyzing 
the static and dynamic response of three dimensional solids. LS-NIKE3D was developed 
by Livermore Software Technology Corporation (LSTC) from the NIKE3D code 
developed at LLNL. Major developments made in the contact algorithms and the linear 14 
equation solving technology have made LS-NIKE3D robust and efficient. [LS-NIKE3D 
User's Manual, 1996] 
The post processor used to view the results generated by the 3D FEA code was 
LS-TAURUS. LS-TAURUS is a highly interactive post-processor developed by LSTC 
to display results of LLNL and LSTC families of 3D FEA codes. It originated from 
LLNL post-processors developed by John 0. Hallquist. [LS-TAURUS User's Manual, 
1995] 
3.3 FATIGUE 
Fatigue is the process responsible for premature failure or damage of components 
subjected to repeated loading [Bannantine and Comer, 1990]. Fatigue is considered low 
cycle if the number of load cycles to failure is less than 1000 cycles, and high cycle if the 
number of load cycles to failure is more than 1000 cycles. Fatigue is often divided into 
two phases; crack initiation and crack propagation. Crack initiation is the phase where a 
crack is formed, usually around an inclusion or other defect. Crack propagation occurs 
when the crack increases in length with subsequent load cycles. The boundary between 
the two phases is often very difficult to determine. 
Three general methods of fatigue analysis are used in analysis and design. They 
are strain-life, stress-life, and linear-elastic fracture mechanics. Each method has both 
strengths and weaknesses and each may be more appropriate for different classes of 
problems. Knowledge about the material, loading, geometry, whether the fatigue is low 
or high cycle, and whether the phase of interest is initiation and/or propagation is helpful 
in determining which method is most appropriate. 15 
Strain-Life Fatigue Analysis 
The strain-life method uses the true strain to predict the number of cycles to 
failure. When components are under high load and/or have critical locations (notches), 
the stress-strain relationship is no longer linearly related. In these situations. the plastic 
strain becomes a significant part of the deformation. Since the primary mechanism in 
fatigue is plastic deformation, an elastic model is not appropriate. The strain-life method 
uses the level of deformation explicitly, and it is more appropriate for cases with high 
plastic deformation. These types of cases fall into the low cycle fatigue category. 
The strain-life method is used by comparing the true strain range to a strain vs. 
fatigue life curve. One weakness of this method is that finding true strain in areas of 
discontinuities can be very difficult. More experimental data is needed to account for 
surface finish, surface treatment, loading, and other modifying parameters. 
Stress-Life Fatigue Analysis 
The stress-life method uses the alternating stress amplitude to predict the number 
of cycles to failure. This method is based on comparing the stress amplitude to a stress 
vs. fatigue life curve, S-N diagram. These curves are based on empirical formulas 
derived from experimental data. The stress-life method is generally only used for high 
cycle fatigue because under low cycle fatigue, the stress-strain relationship becomes 
nonlinear. 
For many metals (including steel) there exists a region of infinite life, where 
fatigue problems will not develop if the stress amplitude is below a threshold value. This 
threshold value is called the endurance limit (Se) [Shigley and Mischke, 1989]. In many 
materials, the endurance limit has been related to the ultimate tensile strength (S0) 16 
through experimental testing. The ideal endurance limit (Se') for steels with a ultimate 
tensile strength less than 200 ksi is roughly 0.5-Sur [Shigley and Mischke, 1989]. The 
ideal endurance limit is calculated in a laboratory where the conditions of the experiment 
and the specimen are carefully controlled. The ideal endurance limit is then related to the 
actual endurance limit by applying factors that account for differences in surface finish, 
surface treatments, size, temperature, loading, and other environment factors [Bannantine 
and Corner, 1990]. 
The S-N diagram is a log scale plot of the fully reversed stress amplitude vs. the 
number of stress cycles to failure. For steel, the S-N diagram is generally drawn by 
connecting a line from the fatigue strength at 103 cycles to the endurance limit (Se) at 106 
cycles. The fatigue strength at 103 is only slightly less than the Ste- and is taken to be 
0.9.Su-r. [Shigley and Mischke, 1989] 
For the cases where the stress mean is not zero, an equivalent stress amplitude (S) 
must be calculated from the mean stress (am) and the stress amplitude (01). There are two 
relationships that tend to bracket the test data. They are the Goodman and Gerber 
relationships. The equations are shown below. The Goodman relationship is the more 
conservative of the two and is often used for that reason. [Bannantine and Corner, 1990] 
a Goodman Relationship  S=  (3.3-1)
Gm 
1 
SuT 
Gerber Relationship  S  Ga 
(3.3-2) 
Gm 
1 
Sur 17 
The endurance limit is based on a constant amplitude alternating stress. There are 
many instances where the stress amplitude is variable. In these cases, a method for 
calculating cumulative damage is used to find an effective alternating stress. A root mean 
cubed method is often used to estimate cumulative damage [Moses, et al, 1987]. The 
individual stress range values are first cubed, an average is taken, and then the cube root 
of the average is determined. The result is a effective stress range value that is larger than 
the value obtained from the arithmetic average because cubing the stress range values 
increases the emphasis on the large values in the distribution. If the alternating stress is 
not fully reversed, an equivalent stress amplitude is then calculated using either the 
Goodman or Gerber relationship. 
Even though the effective stress amplitude may be less than the fatigue limit, 
many amplitudes may still fall above the fatigue limit. This typically results in a finite 
life. Distributions with as low as one stress amplitude in thousand above the fatigue limit 
have still been found to exhibit a finite life [Fisher, et al, 1983]. 
One method of calculating the finite life for variable amplitude alternating stress 
is to extend the S-N curve beyond the constant amplitude fatigue limit [Moses, et al, 
1987]. The slope of this extension can be adjusted to reflect the distribution of cycles 
above the constant amplitude fatigue limit. 
The stress-life method is completely empirical in nature and is limited to cases of 
high cycle fatigue only. It has, however, been used for many years and there is a 
considerable amount of experimental data that has been used to derive empirical 
solutions. 18 
Linear-elastic Fracture Mechanics 
Linear-elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM) is an analytical method that relates the 
stress at a crack tip to the nominal stress field around the crack. LEFM began with 
Griffith's work in the 1920's. Griffith proposed that for brittle materials a crack will 
propagate if the total energy of the system is reduced by the propagation. In the 1940's, 
progress continued with Irwin's work; a theory for ductile materials was added. Irwin 
reported that the energy applied to plastic deformation must be included by adding it to 
the surface energy associated with the new crack surface. In the 1950's, Irwin also 
developed equations for the local stresses near the crack tip. [Bannantine and Comer, 
1990] 
There are three modes describing crack displacement: Mode I; opening or tensile 
mode, Mode II; sliding or in-plane shear, and Mode III; tearing or anti-plane shear. 
Figure 3.3-1 shows a schematic representation of each of these three modes. For most 
structures Mode I is the dominate condition. 
Mode  I  Mode II  Mode III 
Opening  Sldng  Tearing 
Figure 3.3-1. Three modes of crack displacement. 19 
With the existence of a crack, there is an infinite stress concentration at the crack 
tip. The stress intensity factor, K, allows the singularity to be dealt with in terms of strain 
energy. The stress intensity factor describes the entire stress state around the crack tip. K 
is a function of the nominal stress, crack length, and geometric factors. The stress 
intensity factor is described by [Fisher, et al, 1989] as 
K = Fe Fs Fw Fg a  (3.3-3) TV 
where a is the crack length for an edge crack and half the crack length for an internal 
crack, a is the nominal tensile stress normal to the crack plane, Fe is a factor for crack 
shape, Fs is a factor to account for surface cracks, F,, is a factor for a specimen with finite 
width, and F is a factor for non-uniform nominal stress. 
If the stress intensity at the crack tip reaches a critical value the crack will begin 
unstable propagation. This critical stress intensity is called the fracture toughness (KO. 
The fracture toughness can be used to calculate the critical crack length at which unstable 
propagation will occur. For Mode I crack displacement with plane strain conditions 
existing at the crack tip, the fracture toughness is denoted by K1c. K1c values are obtained 
by using the standard ASTM test method, E-399-83 [Barsom and Rolfe, 1987]. 
There are three regions of the fatigue crack growth. Region I includes the 
initiation stage where the crack growth rate is small and threshold effects are important. 
Region II is a region of consistent and predictable crack growth rate. Region III is a 
region of rapid and unstable crack growth rate. Generally, region III does not contribute 
significantly to the fatigue life and is ignored [Bannantine and Comer, 1990]. 20 
The stress intensity can be related to the fatigue crack growth rate, ( da/dN). When 
the stress field around a crack is alternating this produces an analogous alternating stress 
intensity factor (AK). AK is calculated the same as K except that a is replaced by Acr. In 
Region II the slope of the log da/dN versus the log AK curve is linear, and da/dN and AK 
are related by the Paris equation from [Shigley and Mischke, 1989] 
da 
= C  [AK(a)]M  (3.3-4)
dN 
where da/dN is the crack growth rate, AK is the alternating stress intensity factor, N is the 
number of cycles, and C and M are empirical constants of the material. The fatigue life is 
determined by evaluating the integral 
a 
N= J 
1
da  (3.3-5) 
a.  C [6.1((a)] M 
where a, is the initial crack size, of is the final crack size. The final crack size is usually 
set as the critical crack size. The initial crack size is often set as the size of largest defect 
that is expected to be present. The largest defect size is often difficult to determine. The 
initial crack size is very important because, when the crack length is small, the crack 
growth rate is also very small. 21 
4.0 LOADING ANALYSIS
 
This chapter describes two analysis methods used to calculate the distribution of 
live truck loads on the stringers. The first method, stringer loading analysis is a linear-
elastic analysis hand calculation. The second method, the global FEA model, was 
performed using the finite element method. A model validation analysis of the global 
FEA model is also discussed. The live loading results of the two analyses are also 
presented in section 4.3. 
For both analysis methods, the suggested standard fatigue truck, outlined in the 
NCHRP Report 299 [Moses, et al, 1987], is used for model loading. Figure 4-1 shows a 
diagram of the standard fatigue truck. This truck was developed to represent the variety 
6 f.  30 -F t  14 ft 
24  24 6 
lops  -(ips  kips 
Figure 4-1. Suggested standard fatigue truck outlined in the NCHRP 
Report 299. 
of different types and weights of trucks in actual traffic. It consists of two rear axles of 24 
kip each and a front axle of 6 kip. The rear axles are spaced 30 feet while the front and the 
first rear axle are spaced 14 feet. The width of each axle is 6 feet. 22 
4.1 STRINGER LOADING ANALYSIS
 
The distribution of the truck loads through the deck on the stringers is important 
in determining the loading on the clip angle. The loads on each stringer were calculated 
with one rear axle of the fatigue truck positioned longitudinally in the center of a panel 
over the mid length of the stringers. Laterally, the axle was centered in the slow lane of 
traffic.  For both the north and southbound structures, three stringers are assumed to 
carry the entire weight of the axle. Those stringers are the middle stringer, the 2nd from 
the middle stringer, and the 3rd from the middle stringer in the slow lane. Figure 4.1-1 
shows a diagram of the location of the three stringers. 
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Figure 4.1-1. Top view diagram of the three stringers that are assumed 
to carry the axle load in the stringer loading analysis. 23 
Each section of the deck between the three stringers was analyzed as an 
independent beam using beam tables from [Shigley and Mischke, 1989]. The stringer 
loads were calculated as the reaction forces at the ends of the beams. Figure 4.1-2 shows 
a diagram of the loading and boundary conditions. The stringer loads for both the north 
and southbound structures can be found in results section. For details of the analysis see 
Appendix A. 
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Figure 4.1-2. Diagram of the loading and boundary conditions used in 
the stringer loading analysis. 24 
4.2 GLOBAL FEA MODEL 
Finite element models for both the north and southbound structures were 
developed to determine the distribution of loads on the stringers. The floor beams, 
stringers, clip angles, and the reinforced concrete deck of one panel are included in the 
model. 3D beam elements were used to model the floor beams and stringers. Orthotropic 
plate elements were used to model the reinforced concrete deck. The properties of the 
orthotropic plate elements were determined by performing an analysis of the reinforced 
concrete deck. Discussion of this analysis can be found in the following section. 
Beam elements with a length of 0.1 inches were used to model the boundary 
conditions created by the clip angles and floor beams. Because the boundary beam 
elements modeled the compliance of the floor beams, the rotation of the floor beams were 
fixed. The area moment of inertia of the boundary beam elements was set so that the end 
rotation at the end of the stringer beam elements matched the rotation of the clip angle 
from the clip angle deflection analysis. When results became available from the 3D FEA 
model, the properties of the boundary beam elements were adjusted. Two boundary beam 
elements were developed from the results of the 3D FEA model. One modeled the 
connection details in the interior of the span, and the other modeled the connection details 
at the end of the span. 
Models of both an end panel and an interior panel were developed for each of the 
north and southbound structures. One axle of the standard fatigue truck was used to load 
the models. The distribution of loads on the stringers were the primary interest. It was 
observed that the properties of the boundary beam elements, the area moment of inertia of 
the stringers, and the longitudinal position of the axle did not play a significant role in the 
loading of the stringers. Individual loading on the stringers is strongly dependent upon 
both the lateral position and the width of the load axle. This indicates that detailed 25 
knowledge about the position of the stringers in relationship to the lanes of traffic is 
important. It also demonstrates the necessity of having a fatigue truck that accurately 
represents the population of trucks. 
The stringer loads calculated from the global FEA model can be found in section 
4.4. The COSMOS command files can be found in Appendix B. 
Reinforced Concrete Deck Analysis 
A six inch thick reinforced concrete deck is used to transmit the traffic load to the 
stringers and floor beams. An analysis was performed to quantify the equivalent stiffness 
of the concrete deck. During construction rebar was inserted in both the longitudinal and 
transverse directions to give the deck the tensile strength it needs to support the traffic 
loads. The position and amount of rebar added in each direction is different. For this 
reason, it was necessary to quantify the reinforced concrete deck stiffness properties in 
each direction separately. 
The orthotropic properties of the deck were calculated by following the procedure 
outlined in Reinforced Concrete Design [Everard and Tanner, 1966]. The properties in 
each direction were calculated independently. A beam of unit width, with the top portion 
of the beam associated with compression and the bottom portion associated with tension, 
was used to model the deck. The reinforcing steel in the top region of the deck was 
placed in the compression portion of the deck and the steel in the bottom portion of the 
deck was placed in the tension portion. One exception was made however. In the 
transverse direction sections of the rebar change depth. The rebar was installed so that it 
was always in the portion of the deck that would be in tension. It is in the upper region of 
the deck over the stringers and is in the lower region between the stringers. For this 
reason, it was placed in the tension portion of the model. 26 
The assumption that the concrete could only contribute strength in compression 
was used in the analysis. This created a beam model that had concrete and steel on the 
compression side and steel alone on the tension side. Area moments of inertia per unit 
width were calculated for both the transverse and longitudinal directions. These area 
moments of inertia were then used to find equivalent moduli of elasticity for a six inch 
thick uniform deck. The resulting moduli of elasticity for the transverse and longitudinal 
directions were 1300 ksi and 546 ksi, respectively. See Appendix C for details of the 
analysis. 
Model Validation 
Field testing was performed on the Winchester Bridge by the Oregon Department 
of Transportation to quantify the live loading and to assist in validating the analysis. Five 
strain gages were installed on the top of the bottom flanges at mid span of three stringers 
and two floor beams of one span of the northbound structure. The uniaxial, 350 ohm 
strain gages had a gage length of 0.25 inches and were used in a three wire quarter bridge 
configuration. Samples were taken at a rate of 60 Hz with a 30 Hz low pass filter. The 
sensitivity of the strain measurements is +/- 10 microstrain. 
Strain gauges were installed on the first and second floor beams of the first span. 
Two stringers from the first panel and one stringer from the second panel were installed 
with strain gages. Figure 4.2-1 shows the stringers and floor beams that were gauged. 27 
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Figure 4.2-1. Three stringers and two floor beams on the northbound 
structure of the Winchester Bridge that had strain gauges installed. 
In the first panel, the middle stringer and the second from middle stringer in the slow lane 
had strain gages installed. In the second panel, the second from the middle stringer in the 
slow lane had a strain gage installed. 
Data were taken under normal traffic flow with both lanes open and under a 
known truck weight with the slow lane closed. Figure 4.2-2 shows the comparison of the 
measured stress ranges in the stringer to those calculated from the global FEA model for 
the known truck weight. Stress ranges from the known truck weight are compared to the 
stress ranges calculated in the global FEA model loaded with the known truck weight. 
Figure 4.2-3 shows the comparison of the measured stress ranges in the stringers to those 
calculated from the global FEA model for random truck traffic. The cubed-root mean of 
the measured stress ranges for the random truck traffic are compared to the stress ranges 
calculated in the global FEA model loaded with the standard fatigue truck. 28 
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Figure 4.2-2. Graph of the stringer stress ranges from the global FEA 
model and those measured experimentally, loaded with a known truck 
weight. 
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Figure 4.2-3. Graph of the stringer stress ranges from the global FEA 
model and those measured experimentally, under random traffic 
loading. 29 
The measured stresses are much lower than those calculated from the global FEA 
model. This indicates that the composite interaction between the deck and the stringers, 
an interaction that is not modeled in the global FEA model, is important. If shear loads 
are transferred between the deck and the stringers, the neutral axis is shifted upward and 
the area moment of inertia is increased. The effect is that the section modulus for the 
stringer is increased, resulting in a lower stress range. 
The composite interaction between the deck and the stringers could be quantified 
if strain data were available for both the top and bottom flanges. The ratio of strain 
ranges could be used to calculate the position of the neutral axis, and the known load and 
the strain range of the bottom flange could be used to calculate the section modulus. The 
effective area moment of inertia could then be calculated from the new position of the 
neutral axis and the new section modulus. 
Another possible reason, for the difference in calculated and measured stress 
ranges, is that the actual reinforced concrete deck is stiffer than was calculated. Assuming 
that concrete only contributes strength in compression is a conservative assumption. A 
stiffer deck would increase the distribution of the axle load to other stringers. 
4.3 RESULTS 
Two stringers in each panel of the northbound structure are loaded significantly. 
A significant load was considered to be one that was greater than 3000 lb. They are the 
middle stringer and the 2nd from middle stringer on the slow lane side. Three stringers in 
each panel of the southbound structure are loaded significantly. They are the middle 
stringer, 2nd from the middle stringer, and the 3rd from middle stringer on the slow lane 
side. Figure 4.3-1 is a graph of the stringer loads for the northbound structure. Figure 
4.2-2 is a graph of the stringer loads for the southbound structure. 30 
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Figure 4.3-1. Graph of the stringer loads for the northbound structure 
for both the stringer loading analysis and the global FEA model. 
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Figure 4.3-2. Graph of the stringer loads for the southbound structure 
for both the stringer loading analysis and the global FEA model. 31 
It can be observed that the results between the two methods are in reasonable 
agreement. This is interesting because for the stringer loading analysis it was assumed that 
the entire axle load is carried by three stringers. These results suggest that this assumption 
is correct for a six inch reinforced concrete deck. 
Changes in the deck stiffness were investigated by increasing the deck thickness in 
the global FEA model. Figure 4.3-3 shows the loads on the 2nd from middle stringer vs. 
the deck thickness of both the north and southbound structures. 
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Figure 4.3-3. Graph of the load on the 2nd from middle stringer vs. the 
deck thickness from the global FEA model. 32 
It can be observed that as the deck thickness is increased, the axle load is 
distributed to other stringers. This is an important discovery since the reinforced concrete 
deck thickness is different on other structures. Information about the effect that the deck 
thickness has on the loading on the stringers can easily be used to estimate the stringer 
loads in other bridge structures. The assumption that the effective moduli of elasticity of 
other bridge decks are the same as the moduli of that calculated for the Winchester Bridge 
would have to be accounted for in any subsequent deck stiffness analysis. 33 
5.0 DEFLECTION AND STRESS ANALYSIS
 
The clip angle creates a unique boundary condition for the stringer. The 
compliance of this connection is somewhere between that of an ideal fixed and an ideal 
pinned connection. When the stringer is loaded, there is a resulting end reaction moment, 
Mo between the clip angle and stringer. The clip angle deflection, 6m, the end stringer 
rotation, esT, and the level of stress in the clip angle are dependent upon Mo. Since only 
live loading was considered, the maximum level of stress in the clip angle translates to a 
stress range. The three analysis techniques used to investigate these relationships are 
discussed in the following sections. 
5.1 CLIP ANGLE DEFLECTION AND STRESS ANALYSIS 
To determine the end moment, Mo, the stringer was modeled as a pinned beam 
with the moments, Mo, acting on the ends and the stringer load, P, acting in the middle. 
Figure 5.1-1 shows the model of the stringer. 
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Figure 5.1-1. Stringer model, illustrating loading and boundary 
conditions. 34 
Using beam tables from [Gem, and Timshenko, 1990], the end rotation of the 
stringer, OsT, is written as 
P-L2  Mo -L 
eT s  (5.1-1)
16-E-I  2-E-I 
where L is the length of the stringer, I is the area moment of inertia of the stringer, and E 
is the Young's modulus of the stringer. 
An Euler beam analysis was performed to determine the deflection of the clip 
angle, 5, as a function of the end moment, M0. To find this relationship, the top of the 
floor beam leg of the clip angle was modeled as a cantilever beam with a force per unit 
length, FR and a moment per unit length, MR acting on the end. Figure 5.1-2 shows a 
diagram of the cantilever beam model of the clip angle. 
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Figure 5.1-2. Top of the floor beam leg of the clip angle modeled as a 
cantilever beam. 35 
FR is a result of the moment, M0, and is calculated by assuming that center of 
rotation of the clip angle is at the bottom. Figure 5.1-3 is a diagram showing how FR is 
related to M0. 
Center of Rotation 
Figure 5.1-3. Diagram of clip angle showing the center of rotation and
 
the relationship of FR and M0.
 
FR is written as a function of M, as 
3.1\40
 
(5.1-2) 'R  2112 
where h is the height of the clip angle. 
The stringer leg of clip angle restricts the rotation at the corner of the clip angle. 
For this reason, the assumption was made that rotation at the end of the beam model of 36 
the clip angle is zero. MR is the moment at the corner of the clip angle restricting the 
rotation of the corner of the clip angle. By setting the end rotation equal to zero, MR was 
found as a function of FR, 
F 
(5.1-3)
R2 
where Lc is the length of the clip angle beam model. The deflection, 6,7., of the clip angle 
was then found as a function of the end moment, M0. The clip angle rotation is calculated 
(by small angle theorem) as the deflection divided by the height of the clip angle. The 
expression for the clip angle rotation is 
0 cl  =---1L=  R  0 
8
h  C -14  (5.1-4) 
3- Lc3
CR =  (5.1-5) 2-E-tc3.h3 
where CR is the clip angle rotation constant, Lc length of the beam, E is the Young's 
modulus, tc is the clip angle thickness, and h is the height of the clip angle. 
Due to physical constraints, the rotation of the clip angle and the end rotation of 
the stringer must be equal. The moment was found as a function of both stringer and clip 
angle parameters and is shown as 
P -L2 
16EI
Mo =  (5.1-6) L

CR + 
2-E-I 37 
where P is the load on the stringer, L is the length of the stringer, I is the area moment of 
inertia of the stringer, E is the Young's modulus of the stringer, and CR is the clip angle 
rotation constant. This equation is important because values of CR that are determined 
from the results of the 3D FEA model can also be inserted into the equation above to 
calculate M0. See Appendix D for details of the derivation. 
The moment in the leg of the clip angle is highest at the corner of the clip angle 
where the stringer leg and floor beam leg of the clip angle come together. However, the 
maximum stress range is not located at the corner because at the corner the clip angle 
thickness is increased due to the corner fillet. See Appendix E for details of the 
calculation of the maximum stress in the clip angle. The clip angle deflections and stress 
ranges can be found in the results section. 
5.2 2D FEA MODEL 
A 2D FEA model of the top section of the clip angle was developed to determine 
the deflections and stress ranges in the clip angles. Plain stress plate elements of unit 
depth were used to build the model. Figure 5.2-1 shows the boundary conditions and 
loading of the 2D FEA model. 38 
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Figure 5.2-1. 2D FEA model of the top of the clip angle illustrating 
size dimensions, boundary conditions, and loading. 
Fixed boundary conditions were used to model the riveted connections of the clip 
angle to the floor beam and the stringer. The assumption was made that the riveted 
connections between the clip angle and the floor beam and stringer were located at the top 
of the clip angle, when they were actually located 1.5 inches down from the top. This 
simplification results in a reduction of compliance but was necessary because of the 
nature of the 2D model. A uniform pressure load, co, was applied to the stringer leg of 
the clip angle to model the axial loading at the top of the clip angle from the stringer. 
This pressure is a result of the moment, M0, at the end of the stringer and is found by 39 
dividing the expression for the force per unit length, FR, by the clip angle thickness. The 
expression for 0o is 
FR R  3 Mo 
(5.2-1) tc  2.tc -11.2 
where tc is the thickness of the clip angle, h is the height of the clip angle, and M, is the 
moment transferred to the clip angle from the stringer. 
Stress ranges and deflections for the different clip angles can be found in the 
section 5.4. The MAZE command files and further details of the analysis can be found in 
Appendix F. 
5.3 3D FEA MODEL 
A 3D FEA model of a clip angle, a stringer, and a section of floor beam was 
developed to accurately determine the deflection and the stress in the clip angle. The clip 
angle, stringer, and floor beam were meshed as separate parts with hexahedral brick 
elements. 
Symmetry planes were used to decrease the number of elements in the model. 
The model was divided into four quadrants by placing planes of symmetry both 
longitudinally down the center of the stringer and laterally at the mid point of the stringer. 
Slide-surfaces were used as interfaces between the three parts. The contact 
algorithms allow non-linearity, such as gaps and frictional sliding to be modeled. 
The riveted connections between the stringer, clip angle, and floor beam were 
important parts of the model. The rivets used to connect the stringer and clip angle were 
meshed as part of the stringer. The rivets used to connect the floor beam and the clip 40 
angle were meshed as part of the floor beam. Slide surfaces were used between the rivets 
and the clip angle. A pre-load of 25 kip was applied to the rivets to approximate the as 
installed rivet pre-load. 
The majority of steel deck truss span bridges under the responsibility of ODOT 
contain connection details that are made of 3%2 x 4 x X inch angles as in the Winchester 
Bridge and 3  x 4 x Y2 inch angles. For this reason both X inch and Y2 inch thick clip 
angles were modeled and analyzed. 
Several factors were investigated to determine their effect on the deflection and 
stress range of the clip angle. They are discussed in the following sections. 
Element Density 
Element density was the first factor investigated. Generally, the accuracy of a 
finite element model increases as the number of elements increases until the mesh is 
sufficiently fine and further mesh refinement does not yield a significant increase in 
accuracy. The analysis time is also increased as the number of elements is increased. It 
follows that it is desirable to use the minimum number of elements that still produce 
accurate results. 
The effect that the element density had on the model was explored by changing 
the number of elements across the thickness of the clip angle. It was discovered that the 
deflections of the clip angle and the end rotation of the stringer did not depend 
significantly on the element density. The stress range did, however, depend on the 
density. 
When the number of elements across the thickness of the X inch thick clip angle 
was increased from four to five, the maximum stress range increased by 8%. When the 41 
number of elements was increased from five to six, the maximum stress range only 
increased by 4%. It was deemed that, for the % inch thick clip angle, six element across 
the thickness was adequate. 
When the number of elements across the thickness of the Y2 inch thick clip angle 
was increased from five to six, the maximum stress range increased by 17%. When the 
number of elements was increased from six to seven, the maximum stress range only 
increased by 5%. It was deemed that, for the  inch thick clip angle, seven elements 
across the thickness was adequate. 
Boundary Conditions 
The boundary conditions for the floor beam mesh made a significant difference in 
the deflection and stress of the clip angle. Floor beams at the end of the span with 
stringers connected to only one side have different boundary conditions than floor beams 
in the interior of the span with stringers connected to both sides. Two sets of boundary 
conditions were investigated for the floor beam mesh. They were the fixed rotation 
model and the fixed top flange model. 
The interior floor beams were modeled using the fixed rotation model. In this 
model, the floor beams rotation is fixed throughout the length of the mesh. The 
assumption was made that rotation of the interior floor beams is zero because their 
rotation is restricted by stringers attached to both sides. 
The floor beams at the end of the span were model using the fixed top flange 
model. In this model, the ends of the floor beam and the top flange of the floor beam 
were fixed. The top flange of the floor beam was fixed to model the restriction that the 
reinforced concrete deck applies to the floor beam. 42 
Rivet Pre-load and Friction 
Rivet pre-load and friction were used to increase the accuracy of the riveted 
connection. The rivet pre-load is applied by lowering the temperature of the rivets, 
causing them to thermally contract. This is done in a time step before the stringer is 
loaded. Friction was applied by changing the coefficient of friction from 0.0 to 0.5. The 
static and sliding coefficients of friction for mild steel on mild steel is 0.74 and 0.57 
respectively [Marks, 1996]. 
When the friction and rivet pre-load are applied to the model, the connection 
between the stringer and clip angle was changed. The rivet pre-load produces high 
normal forces at the interfaces between the stringer, clip angle, floor beam, and rivets. 
The frictional forces increase the stiffness of the connection between the stringer and the 
clip angle reducing the end rotation of the stringer and increasing the flexural moment 
transmitted to the clip angle. 
The pre-load and friction also change the stress flow through the clip angle. 
When there is no pre-load and friction, the load from the rivet is forced to go around the 
rivet holes. When pre-load and friction are applied, the load is transmitted across the 
rivet hole by the frictional forces between the rivet, clip angle, and stringer. This results 
in a more localized stress concentration in the clip angle. The location of the stress 
concentrations will be discussed in section 5.4. 
Clip Angle Thickness 
The clip angle thickness was another factor that was investigated. Models were 
created for X and Y2 inch thick clip angles. For the same loading and floor beam 
boundary condition of fixed rotation, the deflection of the Y2 inch clip angle was 28% 43 
lower than the X inch clip angle, and the maximum stress range decreased by 8%. The 
rotation of the end of the stringer with the 72 inch clip angle decreased by about 12%. 
The stress ranges for the different clip angles are presented in the section 5.4. The 
stress ranges are from models that included friction and pre-load. A True Grid command 
file and additional results can be found in Appendix G. 
5.4 RESULTS 
Figures 5.4-1 and 5.4-2 are exaggerated deflection plots for interior panel clip 
angles from the 2D FEA model and 3D FEA model, respectively. 
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Figure 5.4-1. Exaggerated deflection plot from the 2D FEA model of 
an interior panel clip angle. 44 
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Figure 5.4-2. Exaggerated deflection plot from the 3D FEA model of 
an interior panel clip angle. 
The shape of the two plots appear very similar; they both show that there is 
rotation at the corner. This indicates that the assumption made in the clip angle deflection 
analysis, that the corner of the clip angle is zero, is incorrect. 
The results from the clip angle deflection analysis and the 2D FEA model 
represent clip angles located in the interior panels only. Table 5.4-1 shows the 
deflections calculated from each analysis method for the interior panel clip angles. 45 
Table 5.4-1. Comparison of interior panel clip angle deflections (in.) 
from each analysis method. 
Northbound  Southbound 
Analysis Method  Middle  2nd  Middle  2nd  3rd 
Clip Angle Deflection Analysis  0.0019  0.0037  0.0014  0.0029  0.0021 
2D FEA Model  0.0039  0.0078  0.0031  0.0061  0.0044 
3D FEA Model  0.0033  0.0066  0.0025  0.0050  0.0036 
The clip angle deflection analysis predicts the lowest clip angle deflection. The 
reason that the clip angle deflections were so low, compared to the other two analyses 
was the assumption of zero rotation at the clip angle corner was incorrect. Both the 2D 
FEA and 3D FEA deflection plots show that the rotation was restricted but not zero. 
The deflection predicted from the 3D FEA model was about 16% smaller than the 
deflection predicted from the 2D FEA model. The reason for this is that in the 3D FEA 
model there was relative movement between the stringer and clip angle. In the 2D FEA 
model, the simplifying assumption was made that the rotation of the clip angle and 
rotation of the end of the stringer is the same. The relative movement adds to the 
compliance of the connection, reducing the flexural moment applied to the clip angle. 
Figure 5.4-3 is a fringe plot of the maximum principle stress from the 2D FEA 
model. This plot is based on a 10 kip stringer load and the fringe plot displays a range of 
stress values from 14,000 psi to 34000 psi. 46 
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Figure 5.4-3. Fringe plot of the maximum principal stress for a interior 
panel clip angle from the 2D FEA model. 
There are two areas that achieve peak stress levels. The first is located at the base of the 
clip angle where it is attached to the floor beam. This peak stress is not relevant because 
the riveted connections are simplified at that location. The other peak stress area is 
located at the root of the fillet on the stringer leg. 
The fixed rotation model of the floor beam is used to model the clip angles 
attached to interior floor beams. The fixed top flange model of the floor beam is used to 
model the clip angles attached to floor beams at the end of the span. Figure 5.4-4 is a 
fringe plot of the maximum principle stress for clip angles in the interior panels (fixed 
rotation model). Figure 5.4-5 fringe plot of the maximum principle stress for clip angles at 
the end of the span (fixed top flange model). In both cases, the stringer is loaded with 10 
kip and the fringe plots display a range of stress values from 9000 psi to 17,000 psi. tupaq Joog alp Jo ppow a8ueg doi poxv atp Su!sn laPoul V33 
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The location of the maximum stress from both 3D FEA models match the location 
of the maximum stress found in the 2D FEA model. The maximum stress is located at 
the root of the fillet on the stringer side of the clip angle. There is a local area of high 
stress at the root of the fillet on the floor beam side. This is the same location of local 
area of high stress calculated in the clip angle stress analysis. The stress at the root of the 
fillet on the floor beam side is composed only of bending stresses, while the stress at the 
root of the fillet on the stringer side is a combination of both axial and bending stresses. 
The fixed rotation model has the highest maximum stress range. The fixed top 
flange model has a maximum stress range in the clip angle that is about 86% of the 
maximum in the fixed rotation model. The rotation of the end of the stringer in the fixed 
top flange model is about 46% higher than in the fixed rotation model. This is interesting 
because one would expect that the stress range would go down more than nine percent for 
such a large increase in stringer end rotation. 
Table 5.4-2 shows the stress ranges calculated from each analysis method for 
interior panel clip angles. 49 
Table 5.4-2. Comparison of interior panel clip angle maximum stress 
range (ksi) results from each analysis method. 
Northbound  Southbound 
Analysis Method  Middle  2nd  Middle  2nd  3rd 
Clip Angle Stress Analysis  21.6  42.9  16.6  33.1  24.0 
2D FEA Model  22.8  45.2  17.8  35.5  25.7 
3D FEA Model  12.5  24.8  10.1  20.1  14.6 
The stress ranges calculated from the 3D FEA model were much smaller than 
those calculated from the 2D FEA model and the clip angle stress analysis. The relative 
movement between the stringer and the clip angle adds to the compliance of the 
connection, reducing the flexural moment applied to the clip angle. This results in a 
reduction in the stress range. 
The longitudinal positions of the clip angles affect what moment loads are 
transmitted to the clip angles. When a stringer is loaded, the reaction moments at each 
end are dependent upon the boundary conditions at both ends. Clip angles attached to 
floor beams at the end of the span create a different boundary condition than clip angles 
attached to interior floor beams. Even though they represent the same boundary 
condition, clip angles in end panels attached to interior floor beams see higher loads than 
clip angles in interior panels because the other end of the stringers have clip angles that 
create a more compliant boundary condition. Table 5.4-3 shows the maximum stress 
ranges from the 3D FEA model for the three different longitudinal positions of the clip 
angles. 50 
Table 5.4-3. Clip angle stress range results from the 3D FEA model 
for both the north and southbound structure. 
Northbound  Southbound 
Clip angle location  Middle  2nd  Middle  2nd  3rd 
Interior panel clip angles  12.5  24.8  10.1  20.1  14.6 
End panel, interior floor beam 
clip angles  13.8  27.5  11.3  22.5  16.3 
End panel, end floor beam 
clip angles  8.6  19.9  7.1  14.2  10.3 51 
6.0 FATIGUE ANALYSIS
 
The stress ranges determined from the 3D FEA model using the stringer loads 
from the global FEA model were used in the fatigue analysis to estimate the fatigue life in 
load cycles of the different connection details. Two methods were used to calculate the 
life of the connection details. They were the stress-life approach and linear-elastic 
fracture mechanics approach. The strain-life approach was not used because the 
connection details are undergoing high cycle fatigue and the strain-life approach is only 
appropriate for low cycle fatigue. An overview of these three analysis methods is located 
in section 3.3. 
Part of the analysis was to convert the fatigue life in load cycles to remaining 
fatigue life in years. The following sections describe the two fatigue analysis methods 
and the calculation of remaining fatigue life. Results of the fatigue analysis are presented 
in section 6.4. 
6.1 STRESS-LIFE 
The stress-life method is based on comparing an alternating stress amplitude to a 
stress vs. life curve, a S-N diagram. The constant amplitude endurance limit needs to be 
calculated to construct the S-N diagram. The ideal endurance limit was taken as 0.5SuT. 
The ultimate tensile strength was chosen as 58 ksi, the lowest expected ultimate tensile 
strength for low carbon ASTM A-36 steel [Marks, 1996]. The endurance limit was then 
calculated by applying the following modifying factors obtained from [Shigley and 
Mischke, 1989]. 52 
Surface Finish - (hot rolled)  CSF = 14.4 SL.  °-718 = 0.78  (6.1-1) 
-0 .1133 
Size  (thickness at fillet t = 0.5)  Cs =  = 0.94  (6.1-2) 
Loading - (bending and axial)  CL = 0.96  (6.1-3) 
Temperature  (normal)  CT =1  (6.1-4) 
Endurance Limit  Se= CsF Cs CL CT 0.504 Sur = 20.7 ksi  (6.1-5) 
With the endurance limit established the S-N diagram was constructed. The equation for 
the number of cycles to failure is 
c 1 
N=10 b -Sb  (6.1-6) 
1  (0.9 Sur  )2
where b =  log  ,  C = log  ,Nis the number of cycles, and S is 
3  5e  Se 
the alternating stress amplitude. 
Because of the wide range of truck sizes and weights, loading on bridges is 
variable in amplitude. The stress range results from the 3D FEA model are the effective 
variable amplitude stress ranges because the loading on the model is based on the 
suggested standard fatigue truck. The effective stress range obtained from the 3D FEA 
model was converted to an equivalent stress amplitude, SN, using the Goodman 
relationship. The constant amplitude S-N relationship was then used for a variable 
amplitude loading by eliminating the infinite life region. The fatigue life in load cycles 
was then converted to remaining life in years. The remaining life of each of the different 53 
clip angles can be found in the results section. See Appendix H for details of the 
calculations. 
6.2 LINEAR-ELASTIC FRACTURE MECHANICS 
First step in determining the fatigue crack growth rate is to calculate the 
alternating stress intensity factor. Equation (6.2-1) from [Fisher, et al, 1989] was used to 
calculate the alternating stress intensity factor, 
AK = Fe Fs Fes, AG  n a  (6.2-1) 
where a is half the crack length, Aa is the alternating nominal stress, Fe  is a factor for 
crack shape, Fs is a factor to account for a surface cracks, and Fw is a factor for a 
specimen with finite width. 
An elliptical crack shape was assumed where a is half the length of the crack, and 
c is half the width of the crack. The factor Fe from [Barsom and Rolfe, 1987] is written as 
1 Fe =  (6.2-2)
Acs 
(1)(a)2 + 0.5 
6ys 
7Y2/  C2  2 
4)(a) =  1 
2  sin(8)2  de  (6.2-3) 
o\  \ c 54 
A surface crack was assumed since the maximum stress occurs at the surface. 
Fs equals 1.12 for surface cracks. For surface cracks, the length a is the measurement 
from the surface to the crack tip. It is often referred to as the crack length instead of one 
half crack length. 
Since the thickness of the clip angle is small, a factor from [Barsom and Rolfe, 
1987] for finite width is necessary and is written as 
Fw = 1.0 +1.2 (a  0.5)  (6.2-4) 
where t is the thickness at the location of peak stress, and a is the crack length. 
The next step was to solve the Paris equation for the number of cycle to failure. 
In order to solve the Paris equation, initial and final crack sizes were needed. The final 
crack size was set as the thickness of the clip angle at the point of maximum stress. 
Using this final crack size will result in a prediction of the number of cycles for the crack 
to propagate throughout the thickness of the clip angle. At this point the clip angle 
should be replaced. 
The initial crack size is both more critical and more difficult to determine. The 
sizes of flaws in the clip angles vary randomly. Therefore, obtaining an accurate initial 
crack size is extremely difficult. The clip angles were formed by hot rolling. The surface 
finish for hot rolling is on the order of 0.001 inches. With a surface finish of 0.001 inches 
it is expected that pits and gouges on the order of 0.01 inches deep would be common. 
For this reason, the initial crack size of 0.01 inches was used in the model. A maximum 
possible flaw size was not used because the areas of maximum stress range are fairly 
localized. Many times, when the fracture mechanics approach is used, the initial crack 
size must be determined without hard data to support it. 55 
The fatigue life, in load cycles, was then converted to remaining life in years. The 
remaining life of the different clip angles can be found in section 6.4. See Appendix I for 
details of the calculations. 
6.3 REMAINING FATIGUE LIFE 
This section discusses how the remaining fatigue life in years for the clip angles 
was calculated from the fatigue life in load cycles. The first step in calculating the 
remaining fatigue life was to ascertain the traffic over the Winchester Bridge. The 1994 
average daily traffic (ADT) and the traffic growth rate from 1984 and 1994 for the 
Winchester Bridge was obtained from the 1994 Traffic Volume Tables [Oregon 
Department of Transportation, 1995]. The ADT was found as the linear function 
ADT(Y) = G + g Y  (6.3-1) 
where G is the predicted ADT for 1997, g is the growth rate, and Y is the years starting at 
1997. 
The percent truck traffic of the traffic was found in the 1994 Traffic Volume 
Tables. Average daily truck traffic (ADTT) for the slow lane of each north and 
southbound structure was found as 
ADT(Y)
ADTT(Y) =  FT  (6.3-2)
2 
where FT is the percent truck traffic found in the 1994 Traffic Volume Tables, FL is the 
percent trucks in slow lane obtained from the NCHRP Report 299 [Moses, et al, 1987]. 56 
The ADT was divided by two to find the average daily traffic for each individual 
structure. 
The following relationship was found by taking the integral over the life of the 
structure, 
L 
NL = D CL f ADTT(Y) dY  (6.3-3) 
-A 
where NL, is the number of load cycles to failure, D is the number of days in a year, CL is 
the load cycles per truck, L is the remaining life of the detail, and A is the current age of 
the structure. The remaining life was found by integrating and solving for L. 
6.4 RESULTS 
Table 6.4-1 shows the remaining life in years of the different clip angles 
calculated using the stress-life approach. Table 6.4-2 shows the estimated remaining life 
in years of the different clip angles calculated using the LEFM approach. When the 
remaining fatigue life is a negative number, it means that the fatigue analysis predicts that 
the clip angles should have already failed. 57 
Table 6.4-1. Estimated remaining life (years) of the different clip 
angles calculated using the stress-life fatigue analysis. 
Northbound  Southbound 
Clip angle location  Middle  2nd  Middle  2nd  3rd 
Interior panel clip angles  182  40  522  20  68 
Exterior panel, interior 
floor beam clip angles  100  42  308  28  22 
Exterior panel, exterior 
floor beam clip angles  1056  - 24  2340  83  477 
Table 6.4-2. Estimated remaining life (years) of the different clip 
angles calculated using linear-elastic fracture mechanics. 
Northbound  Southbound 
Clip angle location  Middle  2nd  Middle  2nd  3rd 
Interior panel clip angles  9  -31  35  18  -1 
Exterior panel, interior 
floor beam clip angles  0  -34  22  22  8 
Exterior panel, exterior 
floor beam clip angles  57  -23  96  1  33 58 
The remaining life values calculated for many of the clip angles are very low. 
Both models predict that both structures should have experienced extensive fatigue 
damage many years ago which indicates that the predicted stress ranges are probably too 
high. There are two explanations for why the stress ranges are high. The first is that the 
model of the reinforced concrete deck may not have been stiff enough. If the deck were 
stiffer, the loads would be distributed more evenly to other stringers. The second 
explanation is that an effective area moment of inertia may need to be calculated to 
compensate for the composite interaction between the deck and the stringers. From 
equation 5.1-6 it can be seen that when the area moment of inertia of the stringers 
increase, the flexural moments seen by the clip angles decrease. 
The remaining life of the clip angles at the end of the span is predicted to be much 
higher than for interior clip angles. This is interesting because for the southbound 
structure, fatigue cracks were only found in clip angles at the end of the spans. One 
possible explanation is that the added compliance of the connection details at the end of 
the span increases the tendency for them to vibrate, increasing the number of effective 
load cycles per truck. This would have the effect of reducing the fatigue life of those 
connection details. The effect of vibration on the fatigue life of the connection details 
was beyond the scope of the project and was not investigated. 59 
7.0 IDENTIFICATION METHODOLOGY
 
There are many bridge structures under the responsibility of ODOT that are very 
similar to the Winchester structures. A method of quickly identifying whether or not the 
structure contains problem details was developed. The effects of several parameters on 
the stress range in the clip angles were investigated. The parameters include the 
reinforced concrete deck thickness, stringer spacing, stringer length, stringer area moment 
of inertia, and the thickness of the clip angle. Equations were developed that calculate the 
stress range of the clip angles that experience the highest load. A high resulting stress 
range would indicate that the bridge contains problem details. A decision could then be 
made to determine whether or not further analysis is necessary to determine which and 
how many details are a problem. 
The effect of the reinforced concrete deck thickness on the stringer loading was 
investigated using the global FEA models of both the north and southbound structures. 
When the deck thickness is six inches, the entire axle load is distributed among three 
stringers. As the deck thickness is increased, the axle load is distributed to other stringers 
and the floor beams. The reduction of load on the stringer with the maximum load is 
approximately linear and is about the same for both the southbound structure (63 inch 
spacing) and the northbound structure (84 inch spacing). Figure 4.3-3 in section 4.3 
shows the loads on the 2nd from middle stringer vs. the deck thickness of both the north 
and southbound structures. The effect of the deck thickness was accounted for by 
multiplying the maximum stringer load by a linear expression dependent only on the deck 
thickness. 
The effect of the stringer spacing on the load of the stringers was investigated 
using the results from the stringer loading analysis. The stringer loading analysis was 60 
used because it does not include the effects of the deck thickness and the stringer spacing 
was easy to change. The load on the stringers depend on the lateral position of the axle 
load of the fatigue truck. Since lateral position may be unknown and the maximum 
stringer loads are desired, the worst case lateral position was found for each stringer 
spacing investigated. Figure 7-1 shows the load on the 2nd from middle stringer vs. the 
stringer spacing. 
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Figure 7-1. Load on the 2nd from middle stringer vs. the stringer 
spacing. 
For a stringer spacing greater than the fatigue truck axle width (72 inches), the 
relationship between the maximum load and the stringer spacing is approximately linear. 61 
This maximum load occurs when the fatigue truck axle is centered over a stringer. For 
stringer spacing less than the fatigue truck axle width, the maximum stringer load was 
constant and occurred to one wheel of the axle positioned directly over the stringer. The 
maximum stringer load is determined by using an expression that has asymptotes of the 
lines in each regime. The expression for the maximum stringer load including the effects 
of both the reinforced concrete deck thickness and the stringer spacing is shown as 
S -172 12000  t -5.9 
11 P=  12000 +  (7-1)
72'5°  17
+1 
S15° 
where P is the maximum stringer load, S is the width between the stringers, and t is the 
thickness of the deck. 
Equation 5.1-6 developed in the clip angle deflection analysis was used to 
calculate the end moment applied to the clip angle, based on the load on the stringer load, 
stringer length, stringer area moment of inertia, and the thickness of the clip angle. It is 
shown as 
PLZ 
16 E I Mo =  (7-2) 
+
2 E I 
where M, is the end moment applied to the clip angle, P is the maximum stringer load, L 
is the length of the stringer, I is the area moment of inertia of the stringer, E is Young's 
modulus of steel, and CR is the clip angle rotation constant (dependent on the thickness of 
the clip angle). 62 
The stress range is calculated by multiplying end moment, M, by the clip angle 
stress constant Cs (dependent on the thickness of the clip angle). 
6=Cs-Mo  (7-3) 
The clip angle constants for both rotation and stress, relate the end rotation and 
stress in the clip angle to the end moment and are dependent on the size and shape of the 
clip angle. Constants are based on the results from 3D FEA model and are available for 
both 4 x 3%2 x3/8 and 4 x 3%2 x Y2 inch clip angles. 
This identification methodology was developed for interior panel connection 
details. The recommended method of investigating a bridge is to first use the stringer 
area moment of inertia to calculate a stress range. If the stress range is high, a more 
detailed investigation should be performed using the effective area moment of inertia of 
the deck and stringers. The effective area moment of inertia can be determined by using 
strain data taken from the top and bottom flanges of several stringers loaded with a 
known weight. The ratio of strain between the top and bottom flanges of the stringers can 
be used to calculate the change in the position of the neutral axis. The known load and 
the strain range of the bottom flange of the stringers can be used to calculate the effective 
section modulus. The actual position of the neutral axis and the effective section 
modulus can be used to calculate the effective area moment of inertia of the stringer and 
deck. Using the effective area moment of inertia will give more accurate estimates for the 
stress range. Details of the procedure can be found in Appendix J. 63 
8.0 RETROFIT STRATEGIES
 
The majority of steel deck truss span bridges under the responsibility of ODOT 
contain connection details that are made of 3 Y2 x 4 x X inch clip angles (such as on the 
Winchester Bridge) or 3  x 4 x Y2 inch clip angles. Figure 2-3 in Chapter 2 illustrates 
the 3  x 4 x X inch clip angle. The analysis of both of these clip angles is discussed in 
Chapter 5. 
Five retrofit strategies were investigated to determine their effectiveness in 
reducing the stress range developed in the connection details. They include following: 
1)  Replacing clip angles with 4 x 6 x X inch angles 
2)  Replacing clip angles with 4 x 6 x  inch angles 
3)  Removing the top row of rivets from the clip angles 
4)  Removing the top two rows of rivets from the clip angles 
5)  Geometric stiffening of the stringer 
All of the retrofit strategies were modeled using the fixed rotation model of the 
floor beam, a 10 kip load, and a rivet pre-load of 25 kips. The maximum stress ranges of 
each retrofit strategy is compared to the maximum stress range from the 3 Y2 x 4 x 
inch clip angle modeled under the same loading and boundary conditions. 
Retrofit strategies one and two are different only in the thickness of the angle. 
Figure 8-1 shows the angle used in strategy one. The new clip angles are attached to the 
stringers and floor beams with bolts instead of rivets. For the clip angle to stringer 64 
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Figure 8-1. Drawing of the retrofit strategy two used to replace 
damaged clip angles on the Winchester Bridge in 1994. 
connection, the same holes in the stringer are used for the bolts. For the clip angle to 
floor beam connection, the location of the holes change. Four bolts are used instead of 
five so that the new holes in the floor beam are located further from the old holes. This 
was done to retain the structural integrity of the floor beam. Strategy two was used to 
replace damaged clip angles on the Winchester Bridge in 1994. 
Retrofit strategies one and two were designed to increase the compliance of the 
clip angle. The longer floor beam leg increases the compliance of the connection 
reducing the flexural moment transmitted to the clip angle. The resulting deflection from 
strategy one is 10% more than that of the X inch clip angle. The resulting deflection 
from strategy two is 5% more than that of the X inch clip angle. The stress range for 
strategy one is 75% of the stress range for the X inch clip angle. The stress range for 
strategy two is 60 % of the stress range for the X inch clip angle. The results show that 65 
increasing the compliance does reduce the stress range in the clip angle. It is also 
apparent that increasing the thickness of the clip angle reduces the stress range in the clip 
angle. 
Retrofit strategies three and four involve removing rivets from the existing clip 
angles. In strategy three, the top row of rivets that attach the clip angle to the floor beam 
and stringer are removed. In strategy four, the top two rows of rivets that attach the clip 
angle to the floor beam and stringer are removed. Strategy four also includes installing a 
bracket under the stringer to relieve the shear load on the remaining three rows of rivets. 
The bracket was located in the model so that it supported the stringer directly under the 
location of the stringer rivets. 
Retrofit strategies three and four are also designed to increase the compliance of 
the connection. They are different from strategies one and two because compliance is 
added to the connection between the clip angle and stringer, not in the clip angles 
themselves. The stress range for strategy three is 68% of the stress range for the Y8 inch 
clip angle. The stress range for strategy four is 30% of the stress range for the N inch 
clip angle. The bracket used to transmit shear loads did not significantly affect the stress 
range in the clip angle. 
In retrofit strategy five, geometric stiffening is achieved by attaching one inch 
diameter, high strength, wire rope to the bottom of the stringer. The wire rope is fastened 
to the bottom flange at each end of the stringer. At mid span, the wire rope is attached to a 
strut that pushes the rope 12 inches below the bottom of the stringer. Figure 8-2 shows a 
diagram of the retrofit strategy five. The wire rope is pre-loaded to a stress of 6 ksi. 
When the wire rope is pre-loaded, a force is applied to the stringer that opposes the live 66 
O
 
Figure 8-2. Diagram of the retrofit strategy five, geometric stiffening. 
loading on the stringer. The wire and stringer also form a truss structure that increases 
the stiffness of the assembly. As the stringer is loaded, the wire rope resists the deflection 
of the stringer. The tension of the wire rope will pull on the bottom flange of the stringer 
resisting the end rotation. Also, as the tension increases a force at the strut will be 
applied upward to the stringer that will oppose the load on the stringer. The stress range 
for the strategy five with a one inch diameter wire rope pre-loaded at 6 ksi is 76% the 
stress range of the X inch clip angle. 
Table 8-1 shows a summary of the retrofit strategies and their relative 
effectiveness. 
Table 8-1. Effectiveness of the five retrofit strategies investigated. 
(retrofit) Retrofit strategy 
6 (X in angle) 
1) 4 x 6 x X inch angle  0.73 
2) 4 x 6 x / inch angle  0.60 
3) Removing top row of rivets  0.68 
4) Removing top two rows of rivets  0.30 
5) Geometric stiffening  0.76 67 
9.0 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
 
The Winchester Bridge is a typical steel deck truss bridge under the responsibility 
of the Oregon Department of Transportation that contains connection details that are 
fatigue prone. Although the primary function of the clip angles is to transmit end shear 
from the stringers to the floor beams, because the clip angles are riveted to both the 
stringers and floor beams, they are subjected to a flexural moment caused by the 
deflection of the stringer under live truck loads. 
Even though strain data taken from the bridge, indicates that the remaining fatigue 
life estimates are very conservative, the analysis indicates that the connection details are 
very prone to fatigue damage. 
A low cost field identification methodology was developed to determine whether 
other steel deck truss bridges contain problem details. The effects of parameters for the 
reinforced concrete deck thickness, stringer spacing, stringer length, effective stringer 
area moment of inertia, and thickness of the clip angle have been quantified. Equations 
were developed to quickly and easily estimate the stresses in the clip angles under the 
highest loads. The recommended method of investigating a bridge is to first use the 
stringer moment of inertia. If the stress range is high, a more detailed investigation 
should be performed using the effective area moment of inertia of the deck and stringers. 
The effective area moment of inertia would be obtained experimentally. 
Five retrofit strategies were investigated to determine their effectiveness at 
reducing the stress range in the clip angles. The most effective method is retrofit strategy 
four (removing the top two rows of rivets). Retrofit strategy four is the recommended 
strategy because it is both very effective and easy to implement. It involves less 68 
installation work than replacing the clip angles as in strategies one and two and requires 
less design work than strategy five. Removing only the top row of rivets in strategy three 
would be easier to implement than strategy two but it is just not as effective at reducing 
the stress range as removing the top two rows of rivets. 69 
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STRINGER LOADING ANALYSIS
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STRINGER LOADING ANALYSIS FOR THE NORTHBOUND STRUCTURE 
a
 
Concrete Deck 
Second  Third
Middle  Middle  Middle Stringer  Stringer  Stringer 
Fixed  Eyed  pinned end For 
end \  / end  5/  northbound structure 5/ 
Fixed end For
 
southbound structure
 
PI  Ra Rb  P3 
P2=Ra+Rb 
F := 12000 lbf  Axle load carried by the three stringers 
b = 72  in  Axial Spacing  w := 84  in  Stringer Spacing 
a := 36  in  Distance from the middle stringer to nearest wheel 
c :=2w- (at- b)  c =60  in 
Formulas from [Shigley & Mischke, 1989] 
Middle stringer 
P1.100
P  =F (w- a) 2 -(2.a-h- w)
1  P 1  =7277  Ibf  = 30  0/0 
w  2.F 
2nd from middle stringer 
Fa2.(3-w  Fc  (3  2  2)  P .100 2 
P 2 :- 2-a)  w  c  P 2 = 15394  Ibf  =64  °./0
2F w
3  2-w
3 
3rd from middle stringer
 
P 3.100
 2-(2.w±
P3  -(w  c) c)  P3 =1329  lbf  =6  % 
2F 2w
3 74 
STRINGER LOADING ANALYSIS FOR THE SOUTHBOUND STRUCTURE
 
b 
Concrete Deck 
W 
Second  Third Middle  Middle iddle Stringer  Stringer  Stringer 
Foxed  Fixed  pinned end For
end \  / end \  northbound structure 
Fixed end For
 
southbound structure
 
P1  Ra Rb  P3 
P2=Ra+Rb 
F = 12000 lbf  Axle load carried by the three stringers 
b := 72  in  Axial Spacing  w := 63  in  Stringer Spacing 
a := 36  in  Distance from middle stringer to nearest wheel 
c :=2-w- (a-Fb)  c =18  in 
Formulas from [Shigley & Mischke, 19891 
Middle stringer 
P1:= 1- -(2-a  P 1'1°° =-(w a)
2 w) 
3  P 1 =4723  lbf  20% 
w  2-F 
2nd from middle stringer 
2 F-a-(3-w 2  F-c-(3-vv  P2-1°° 
2-a)  2-c)  P 2 =9656  lbf  =40°-0 P 2  3  3  2-F w 
3rd from middle stringer 
P3-100 
P3  c) 
2.(2-c t w)  P  =9621  lbf  =40 c3/6
3 
3  2-F  w 75 
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COSMOS COMMAND FILE FOR NORTHBOUND STRUCTURE
 
EGROUP 1 BEAM3D 0  0 0 0  0 0 0 
MPROP 1 EX 30000000 
RCONST 1 1 1 10 12 .78 .78 15 1.299  000000  000000  .2  0  0 
ND 1 0 0 0 0 0  0 0 0 0 
ND 2  .1 0 0 0 0 0  0  0 0 
ND 3 209.9 0 0 0  0 0 0 0 0 
ND 4 210 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ND 5  0 0 -100 0 0 0 0 0 0 
EL 1 CR 0 3  1 2 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 
RCONST 1 2 1 10 12 .78 .78 15 1.299  000000  000000  .2  0  0 
EL 2 CR 0 3  3 4 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 
RCONST 1 3  1 10 14.7 802 802 18 18  000000  000000 1.25  0  0
 
MPROP 2 EX 30000000
 
pt 1 0 0 -100
 
Pt 2  .1 0 0
 
pt 3 209.9 0 0
 
crline 1 2 3
 
m_cr 1 1 1 3 10 1 1
 
nmerge 1 100 1 .01 1 1 0
 
ncompress 1 100
 
actset rc 1
 
elgen 4 1 1 1 0 0 84 0
 
actset rc 2
 
elgen 4 2 2 1 0 0 84 0
 
actset rc 3
 
ELGEN 4 3 12 1 0 0 84 0
 
nmerge 1 1000 1 .01 1 1 0
 
RCONST 1 10 1 10 22.4 2100 2100 23.91 23.91 000000 000000 2.7 0 0
 
pt 4 0 0 0
 
pt 5 0 336 0
 
CRLINE 2 4 5
 
m_cr 2 2 1 3 16 1 3
 
ELGEN 1 61 76 1 0 210 0 0
 
nmerge 1 1000 1 .01 1 1 1
 
ncompress 1 1000
 
DND 60 RY 0.000000 76 1
 
DND 78 Ry 0.000000 95 1
 
DND 82 ux 0 92 10 uy uz
 
DND 63 ux 0 73 10 uy uz
 
scale 0
 
pt 6 210 336 0
 
pt 7 210 0 0
 
sf4pt 1 4 5 6 7 0
 
EGROUP 2 SHELL4L 2 1 0 0 0 0 0
 
RCONST 2 14 1 5 3  0 6 1 0
 77 
COSMOS COMMAND FILE FOR NORTHBOUND STRUCTURE, Continued 
MPROP 1 Ex .55E6
 
MPROP 1 Ey 1.3E6
 
ACTSET ECS 0
 
m_sf 1 1 1 4 48 30 1 1
 
nmerge 1 5000 1  .09 0 1 0
 
ncompress 1 5000 1
 
dnd 1504 ry 0 1535 1
 
dnd 96 ry 0 127 1
 
pel 773 61.2 6 774 1
 
pel 821 61.2 6 822 1
 
pel 783 61.2 6 784 1
 
pel 831 61.2 6 832 1
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COSMOS COMMAND FILE FOR SOUTHBOUND STRUCTURE
 
EGROUP 1 BEAM3D 0 0 0 0 0  0  0
 
MPROP 1 EX 30000000
 
RCONST 1 1 1 10 12 .78 .78 15 1.299 000000 000000 .2 0 0
 
ND 1 0 0  0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 
ND 2  .1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 
ND 3 209.9 0 0 0 0  0 0 0 0
 
ND 4 210 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 
ND 5 0 0 -100 0 0 0 0 0 0
 
EL 1 CR 0 3 1 2 5 0 0 0 0 0 0
 
RCONST 1 2 1 10 12 .78 .78 15 1.299 000000 000000 .2  0 0
 
EL 2 CR 0 3 3 4 5 0 0 0 0 0 0
 
RCONST 1 3 1 10 13.2 706 706 17.86 17.86 000000 000000 .889 0 0
 
MPROP 2 EX 30000000
 
Pt 1  .1 0 0
 
pt 2 209.9 0 0
 
pt 3  0 0 -100
 
crline 1 1 2
 
m_cr 1 1 1 3 10 1 3
 
nmerge 1 100 1 .01 1 1 0
 
ncompress 1 100
 
actset rc 1
 
elgen 6 1 1 1 0 0 63 0
 
actset rc 2
 
elgen 6 2 2 1 0  0 63 0
 
actset rc 3
 
ELGEN 6 3 12 1 0 0 63 0
 
RCONST 1 10 1 10 24.2 2830 2830 26.7 26.7 000000 000000 2.79 0 0
 
pt 4 0 0 0
 
pt 5 0 378 0
 
CRLINE 2 4 5
 
m_cr 2 2 1 3 18 1 3
 
ELGEN 1 85 103 1 0 210 0 0
 
nmerge 1 1000 1 .01 1 1 1
 
ncompress 1 1000
 
DND 90 RY 0.000000 108 1
 
DND 110 Ry 0.000000 129 1
 
DND 93 ux 0 105 12 uy uz
 
DND 114 ux 0 126 12 uy uz
 
scale 0
 
pt 6 210 378 0
 
pt 7 210 0 0
 
sf4pt 1 4 5 6 7 0
 
EGROUP 2 SHELL4L 2 1 0  0 0 0 0
 
RCONST 2 14 1 5 3 0 6 1 0
 
MPROP 1 Ex .5458E6
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COSMOS COMMAND FILE FOR SOUTHBOUND STRUCTURE, Continued 
MPROP 1 Ey 1.3E6
 
ACTSET ECS 0
 
m_sf 1 1 1 4 54 30 1 1
 
nmerge 1 4000 1 .09 0 1 0
 
ncompress 1 4000 1
 
dnd 1692 ry 0 1727 1
 
dnd 124 ry 0 159 1
 
pel 898 61.2 6 899 1
 
pel 952 61.2 6 953 1
 
pel 888 61.2 6 889 1
 
pel 942 61.2 6 943 1
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TRANSVERSE CALCULATIONS
 
A  S;fi(e bevi I- s  ;  11  leftSjo 
re();(3,1  or  lie  okric H-en  ;1- call  be,  inoottleA 
;  i I- overt.  Gn  eval  oh  piece  of- S)tO; 
5keel  tke_ keiNS;D4  G1->r  0 t 
b 
ko., 5k f sk 
be  bo 8.001 5/at 
5 ttos.:9Ai site-1 
5%2 2 
AS =  zerdsz)  6i33 
s =  Trdj .10G6 4 
II 12 
p1_  AS  ;5S. kio 84 
TRANSVERSE CALCULATIONS, Continued 
(rro,t,  Ever 
Ac = 2 A:k 
A,NG4  Ta-A  /9  El 1/.20 
=  2  P' 
k  11(7-PVA))  112(zpif-
Jz  n6-P/4P) 
1<=  ,2)(oo s6y2  4-0 ,e(loos6)1  -(9,4400;6) 
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TRANSVERSE CALCULATIONS, Continued 
Moyneel f- 1--)\ 
t 
4, 
kA  , 
14-61 
1, 
I\  t 
_ 
01 -4 
n As 
7­
4/Y.  Asd,_ Asy Liqy 
1%-1.S11 1,71PIT(lin) +6,1)(3DC6i 
0.4033) (; - ;4)2 
)1  1,1 
n  in C  --- I 86 
TRANSVERSE CALCULATIONS, Continued 
Evit; vale,11- MoobAlks. oi  _E6-31,1c1 
kotostmous  Slab 6"  1-11;ci_ 
r  0, 
PL 
Ee 
PL 
Ec, In.6y 
TA A 
/4, 
17,  12_ 
3 
/ 
Ee 
=  (32tio kps_0(7,213 
/3;41 
i300  kp5; 
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LONGITUDINAL CALCULATIONS
 
I 
,-""''''''''"'"'""'""""" 
ti 0,1 
cavity-3 
P  e1/4_,,; Ike 
h 
2 /45  Ird5 1",  .02q5  / 4 
,q5­=  11-51)11  .0i4F
-ri  i 
-3 P =  45  553  10 
337  xt0-3 88 
LONGITUDINAL CALCULATIONS, Continued 
"in  nYmp)2  -1)(P-tO
A  V 
2 (9.2)(005.53 + 0032 2.(1) *  3'n° 4081  3+44337) 
b 
k 
10.  = :22F (Lt .4 if ;  1 89 
LONGITUDINAL CALCULATIONS, Continued 
e  os /14  td  Ot 
v:  IX41 3  i-nA3' 6k/-1:0014- nA50-4)-` 
b
 
2;r1-1)  4- et 2(o/47&  7,06" i. Z  I­
Ct.qii-1.1tp4)7­
1 ;4 
3,032  s',13 90 
LONGITUDINAL CALCULATIONS, Continued 
E go; v  t "If /vi0041(xs  of E  -6  hr 
ho  oge I 0 a S  Si 4 6/'  //- G/ 
E-C In" 
e E 
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CLIP ANGLE DEFLECTION ANALYSIS 
A: 
vv;PA  morxen 
l;ksa  a 5 
et: /-7 
cupprij, 
rt_t.  etfd s 
/40 
1 
Gsk  MbL 
2-El 
pL2 
16 El  0) 
A 
S 
©L Row-: 0., 
a d  bolt6frvi 
ee f 
0 
= 
Ai) o,.5(e. 
7(5k 
(?) 93 
CLIP ANGLE DEFLECTION ANALYSIS, Continued 
5)n Oci  So)
77  Oct  =  £P1 
(3) 
6441 ar5ic.  1-14.5cm) 
A: "r op  of clip ev,AS  ad- l;ke.  & (aid; lever` 
be 6./Y1 
FR
 
AA& 
I I
 
I
 
I I
 
I I
 
0 64 
h 
scS  Sts,% 
B  xLc. 
At tg
z1  EI 
1-C  0 
FR 1c- (+) Alf(_ 94 
CLIP ANGLE DEFLECTION ANALYSIS, Continued 
F3ER 6S  Lc-5 cCril  Lc?'
1 
Mk 
(5) 
2- ET' 
stib  (10 ;rite>  (5) 
bol  :.__  FA /35  FR QS Lc.3 
3E1  41 
FP- 6(3 Lc.3 
EX 1 
I -=  ts(5  bc.3 
12
 
SteK  Lc3 
Fik  Sr» El-c3  6) 
E  6.2  Lc 
sui. (6)  in ko (2) 
Atic,  E 1)-2 6c.-5 
2_ eh 2 6-2)  (7) 95 
CLIP ANGLE DEFLECTION ANALYSIS, Continued 
5ab  (7)  ;AM  (3) 
co,.(  =  cp, ma  (g) 
C  R  3LZ5 
6c.3h3  (9) 
(1)  e4  (4)
 
05b  =L.  0,,I
 
p L-1 
16E1. 
AA.  On) L
 
Er
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CLIP ANGLE DEFLECTION CALCULATION FOR NORTHBOUND STRUCTURE 
E = 30000000  psi  Youngs modulus of steel 
I  = 802  inALI Area moment of inertia of the stringers 
L =210  in  Stringer length 
h = 15  in  Height of the clip angle 
tc = .375  in  Thickness of the clip angle 
Lc = 1.4  in  Length of the beam model of the clip angle and point where the rotation is zero 
i  1 .. 2  From Global FEA Analysis
 
PI := 7300  Middle stringer
 
P2 := 14500  2nd from middle stringer
 
3 2
3.Lc  P L­
C R'  3.h 3 
2-E-tc 16EI M  From Clip Angle Deflection Analysis -0. 
C R 
2EI  C R =7.709-10 
10 
Mot = 162858  in-lbf  Middle stringer 
Moe = 323484  in-lbf  2nd from middle stringer 
Smi =C RMoi.h  From Clip Angle Deflection Analysis 
5m = 0.0019  in-lbf  Middle stringer 
5m  = 0.0037  in-lbf  2nd from middle stringer
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CLIP ANGLE DEFLECTION CALCULATION FOR SOUTHBOUND STRUCTURE
 
E =30000000 psi  Youngs modulus of steel 
I = 706  inA4 Area moment of inertia of the stringers 
L =210  in  Stringer length 
h = 15  in  Height of the clip angle 
tc = .375  in  Thickness of the clip angle 
Lc  1.4  in  Length of the beam model of the clip angle and point where the rotation is zero 
= 1 .. 3  From Global FEA Analysis 
P  := 5500  Middle stringer
1 
P2 := 10960  2nd from middle stringer 
P3 : =7950  3rd from middle stringer 
C R 
3-1.-c 
3 
2Etc
3h3 
Moi 
P.-L
2 
1 
16-EI  From Clip Angle Deflection Analysis 
C R + 
2.E.I 
Mot = 124946  in-lbf  Middle stringer 
Moe = 248984  in-lbf  2nd from middle stringer 
Mo  = 180604  in-lbf  3rd from middle stringer
3 
Smi = C R-Moi-h  From Clip Angle Deflection Analysis 
Sm = 0.0014  in-lbf  Middle stringer 
6m2 = 0.0029  in-lbf  2nd from middle stringer 
Sim  = 0.0021  in-lbf  3rd from middle stringer
3 98 
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CLIP ANGLE STRESS ANALYSIS
 
1.9 
Lc 
MR 
(t,001  p A  De fl e c  may, Aga  (aS 
3 M Rk.  ;  3 No  A4  Lc.
 
'
  1--) 
6d- Po I- 0 
rnl V 
Lc) =  3M0 Lc  3MbLc-L0) 
'4417­ 2_112 
M  Lo _ Lc) dw 
2h  Zl 100 
CLIP ANGLE STRESS ANALYSIS, Continued 
r- -= r r  cos  (51r1-1 
0  -=  MEI  cos  s;n-I  -`)19r)g*SY 
//A 
AA
2_ 
apt) (t61-L))3  dw(tc.+-6) 
12.
 
_ 3
 (7=-­ 0_0Ls-) 4tcj_f,)-2 
A-2-(0.t2-07­101 
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CLIP ANGLE STRESS CALCULATION FOR NORTHBOUND STRUCTURE
 
E = 30000000  psi  Youngs modulus of steel 
= 802  inA4 Area moment of inertia of the stringers
 
L =210  in  Stringer length
 
h =15  in  Height of the clip angle
 
tc = .375  in  Thickness of the clip angle 
Lc = 1.4  in  Length of the beam model of the clip angle and point where the rotation is zero 
Lo =1.25  in  Postion on clip angle where there is a maximum stress 
:= 1 .. 2  From Global FEA Analysis
 
P  =7300  Middle stringer
 
1 
P2 := 14500  2nd from middle stringer 
3Lc
3  P L.
2 
C R = 
2-E-tc
3.h3  16EI 
-Moi 
From Clip Angle Deflection Analysis 
CR-f-
2-E-I 
Mo = 162858  in-lbf  Middle stringer 
Moe = 323484  in-lbf  2nd from middle stringer 
From Clip Angle Stress Analysis 
o  1.085 \ \ 
to := .44  .44cos(asin  to = 0.0321  Fillet compensation
 
-44  II
 
Lc \
9-Mo.- Lo
 
2
 
(tc  to)2h2]  at = 21618  psi  Middle stringer 
62  = 42939  psi  2nd from middle stringer 102 
CLIP ANGLE STRESS CALCULATION FOR SOUTHBOUND STRUCTURE 
E = 30000000  psi  Youngs modulus of steel 
I =706  inA4 Area moment of inertia of the stringers
 
L = 210  in  Stringer length
 
h = 15  in  Height of the clip angle
 
to = .375  in  Thickness of the clip angle 
Lc = 1.4  in  Length of the beam model of the clip angle and point where the rotation is zero 
Lo =1.25  in  Postion on clip angle where there is a maximum stress 
:= 1 .. 3  From Global FEA Analysis
 
P1 := 5500  Middle stringer
 
P2 = 10960  2nd from middle stringer
 
P3 : =7950  3rd from middle stringer
 
2
P
 
3-Lc 
3
 
C R  16 -EI
 
3113
 
-Moi 
2.E. tc 
C 
L  From Clip Angle Deflection Analysis
R -f-
2-E-I 
Mot =124946  in-lbf  Middle stringer 
Moe = 248984  in-lbf  2nd from middle stringer 
Mo  =180604  in-lbf  3rd from middle stringer
3 
From Clip Angle Stress Analysis 
.  tLo- 1.085\
to := .44- .44cos astrt  to = 0.0321  Fillet compensation
 
.44  n
 
/  Lc \ 
9  LoMof 
2 /
6i  6 = 16585  psi  Middle stringer 
[(t.0  t0)2121 
62 = 33050  psi  2nd from middle stringer 
63 = 23973  psi  3rd from middle stringer 103 
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MAZE COMMAND FILE FOR 2D FEA MODEL
 
1
 
ld 1 1p 2 0 0 .50314078 .50314078
 
ld 2 1p 2 0 0 0 1.9
 
ld 3 1p 2 0 1.9 0 2.4
 
ld 4 1p 2 0 2.4 .375 2.4
 
ld 5 1p 2  .375 2.4 .375 1.9
 
id 6 ip 2 0 1.9 .375 1.9
 
ld 7 1p 2  .375 1.9 .375 .8125
 
lap .50314078 .50314078 .8125 .8125
 
ld 8 1p 2 1.5 .375 .8125 .375
 
lap .50314078 .50314078 .8125 .8125
 
ld 9 1p 2 0 0 1.5 0
 
ld 10 ip 2 1.5 0 1.5 .375
 
ld 11 1p 2 1.5 0 2 0
 
ld 12 1p 2 1.5 .375 2  .375
 
ld 13 1p 2 2 0 2  .375
 
lv
 
part 6 3 4 5 1 16 20 y
 
part 1 2 6 7 1 16 76 y
 
part 11 10 12 13 1 20 16 y
 
part 9 1 8 10 1 60 16 y
 
mg 2 4
 
assm
 
M 1 2
 
m 2 3
 
plsb
 
nbcs 2 1
 
nbcs 3 2
 
nbcs 4 1
 
p 2 s b
 
nbc 1700 1700 2
 
p 3 s b
 
nbcs 1 2
 
nbcs 3 2
 
pbcs 2 1 1 1
 
lcd 1 2 0 0  .1 -100
 
lcv
 
plti .05
 
nstep 2
 
term .1
 
prtt .05
 
plane
 
anal 0
 
wbcd nike2d
 
mat 1 1
 
e 30000000 pr .29
 
endmat
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2D FEA DEFLECTION CALCULATION FOR NORTHBOUND STRUCTURE 
E = 30000000 psi  Youngs modulus of steel 
= 802  inA4 Area moment of inertia of the stringers 
L = 210  in  Stringer length 
h = 15  in  Height of the clip angle 
tc = .375  in  Thickness of the clip angle 
Lc = 1.4  in  Length of the beam model of the clip angle and point where the rotation is zero 
Lo = 1.25  in  Postion on clip angle where there is a maximum stress 
i := 1 .. 2  From Global FEA Analysis 
P1 : =7300  Middle stringer 
P2 : := 14500  2nd from middle stringer 
8  .0001663 
C R 
9c1_ 
Mo 
h 
(2a 0tch 2 
C R 
100.2tch
2 
15  From 2D FEA 
3  \  3  --9 C R = 1.971-10 
P L.-
2  100.2tch
2 
1  5.625-103 
16EI  3 
-Moi  From Clip Angle Deflection Analysis
CR+ 
2EI 
Mo = 137007  in-lbf  Middle stringer 
Moe = 262205  in-lbf  2nd from middle stringer 
8mi :=C RMoih  From Clip Angle Deflection Analysis 
6m1 =0.0039  in-lbf  Middle stringer 
&m2 = 0.007 8  in-lbf  2nd from middle stringer 106 
2D FEA DEFLECTION CALCULATION FOR SOUTHBOUND STRUCTURE 
E = 30000000  psi  Youngs modulus of steel 
I  = 706  inA4 Area moment of inertia of the stringers 
L =210  in  Stringer length 
h = 15  in  Height of the clip angle 
tc = .375  in  Thickness of the clip angle 
Lc = 1.4  in  Length of the beam model of the clip angle and point where the rotation is zero 
Lo = 1.25  in  Postion on clip angle where there is a maximum stress 
i  1.. 3  From Global FEA Analysis 
P1 := 5500  Middle stringer 
P2 := 10960  2nd from middle stringer 
P3 : =7950  3rd from middle stringer 
5  .0001663 
C R 
6c1_ 
Mo 
2.0 o-tc-h 
2 
h 
C R 
15 
100-2-tc-h
2 \ 
From 2D FEA 
3 
3 
2 
P. 
M  -01 
From Clip Angle Deflection Analysis L
 
C R 
2EI 
Mo = 103304  in-lbf  Middle stringer 
Moe = 205857  in-lbf  2nd from middle stringer 
Mo = 149322  in-lbf  3rd from middle stringer
3 
=C RMoih  From Clip Angle Deflection Analysis 
5m =0.0031  in-lbf  Middle stringer 
5m  =  . 006 1  in-lbf  2nd from middle stringer
2 
51113 = 0 . 0044  in-lbf  3rd from middle stringer 107 
2D FEA STRESS CALCULATION FOR NORTHBOUND STRUCTURE
 
E = 30000000  psi  Youngs modulus of steel 
I =802  inA4 Area moment of inertia of the stringers 
L =210  in  Stringer length 
h = 15  in  Height of the clip angle 
tc = .375  in  Thickness of the clip angle 
Lc = 1.4  in  Length of the beam model of the clip angle and point where the rotation is zero 
Lo =1.25  in  Postion on clip angle where there is a maximum stress 
i := 1.. 2  From Global FEA Analysis
 
P1 := 7300  Middle stringer
 
P2  14500  2nd from middle stringer
 
5  .0001663
 
8c1  h  15
 
C  From 2D FEA R Mo  (2.a 0. tc.h  100-2tch2 
3
3 
2
P 
64 
Mo.: --0. 
From Clip Angle Deflection Analysis 
C R + 
2-EI 
Mo =132007  in-lbf  Middle stringer 
Mo  = 262205  in-lbf  2nd from middle stringer
2 
970-Moi  970-Moi
 
oi  o
  From 2D FEA Mo  100-2tch2 
3 
a = 22764  psi  Middle stringer 
62 = 45216  psi  2nd from middle stringer 108 
2D FEA STRESS CALCULATION FOR SOUTHBOUND STRUCTURE 
E =30000000 psi  Youngs modulus of steel
 
I =706  inA4 Area moment of inertia of the stringers
 
L = 210  in  Stringer length
 
h = 15  in  Height of the clip angle 
tc = .375  in  Thickness of the clip angle 
Lc = 1.4  in  Length of the beam model of the clip angle and point where the rotation is zero 
Lo =1.25  in  Postion on clip angle where there is a maximum stress 
= 1 .. 3  From Global FEA Analysis
 
P =5500  Middle stringer
 
P2  10960  2nd from middle stringer .=
 
P3 : = 7950  3rd from middle stringer
 
8  .0001663
 
Acl  h  15
 
C  From 2D FEA R  C R
Mo  2-a otch
2  100.2tch
2\ 
3
3 
L2
 
16EI

Mo.  From Clip Angle Deflection Analysis 
2EI­
Mo  = 103304  in-lbf  Middle stringer 
Mo = 205857  in-lbf  2nd from middle stringer
2 
Mo = 149322  in-lbf  3rd from middle stringer
3 
970-Mo.  970Moi 
From 2D FEA 
I  Mo  100.2tc-h2 
3  a 
1  = 17814  psi  Middle stringer 
a2 = 35499  psi  2nd from middle stringer 
a
3  = 25750  psi  3rd from middle stringer 109 
APPENDIX G
 
3D FEA MODEL
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TRUEGRID COMMAND FILE FOR 3D FEA MODEL
 
title end.375t6prfr
 
lsnike3d
 
lsnkopts teo 1 nsteps 2 delt .1 iprt .1;
 
c Material Definitions
 
nikemats 1 1 e 30000000 pr  .29  ;  c clip angle (CL)
 
nikemats 2 1 e 30000000 pr  .29  ;  c stringer (Str)
 
nikemats 3  1 e 30000000 pr  .29  ;  c Str rivets
 
nikemats 4 1 e 30000000 pr  .29  ;  c Str rivet heads
 
nikemats 5 1 e 30000000 pr  .29  ;  c floor beam (FB) rivets
 
nikemats 6 1 e 30000000 pr  .29  ;  c FB rivet heads
 
nikemats 7 1 e 30000000 pr  .29  ;  c FB
 
nikemats 8 4 temp 0 10; e 30000000 30000000; pr .29 .29  ;  alpha
 
.0004 .0004 ;;  c material in rivets under preload
 
c  Slide Surface Definitions 
SID 1 LSDSI 3 scoef .5 dcoef  .5  c Str web & CL 
SID 2 LSDSI 3 scoef .5 dcoef  .5  ;  c FB web & CL 
SID 3 LSDSI 3 scoef .5 dcoef  .5  ;  c FB rivets & CL 
SID 4 LSDSI 3 scoef .5 dcoef  .5  ;  c CL & FB rivet heads 
SID 5 LSDSI 3 scoef .5 dcoef  .5  ;  c Str rivets & CL 
SID 6 LSDSI 3 scoef .5 dcoef  .5  c crack (not used) 
SID 7 LSDSI 3 scoef .5 dcoef  .5  ;  c CL & Str rivet heads 
c  Load curve definitions
 
lcd 1 0 10 .1 1.5 .2 1.5;  c rivet pre-load curve
 
lcd 2 0 0  .1  .1  .2 1;  c stringer load curve
 
tp .02	  c global node merging tolerance
 
c  Parameters to vary mesh density
 
para j  .375;  c CL thickness
 
para h [.44+%j];  c position of rivet head projection surface
 
para g .25;  c distance between Str and FB
 
para t 6;  c # elements (EL) across CL thickness
 
para wid 3;  c parameter for # EL on the FB leg
 
para w 10;	  c # EL up each section of CL on the Str leg
 
para ww 6;	  c parameter for # EL on the Str leg
 
para www 5;	  c parameter for # EL on the Str leg
 
para d 4;	  c # EL from outside of CL to mesh around all the
 
c  all the rivet holes on the Str leg
 
para dl 4;	  c # EL from outside of CL to mesh around
 
para d2 4;	  c  each rivet hole on the FB leg
 
para d3 4;
 
para d4 5;
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para d5 7;
 
para wlb  5;  c  # EL up each section of the corner and fillet
 
para wlt  5;  c  of the CL
 
para w2b 5;
 
para w2t 5;
 
para w3b 5;
 
para w3t  6;
 
para w4b 8;
 
para w4t 9;
 
para w5b 11;
 
para w5t 11;
 
para wi 5;  c  # EL across the clip angle between each rivet
 
para w12  5;  c  hole section on the FB leg of the CL
 
para w23  6;
 
para w34  8;
 
para w45 10;
 
para w5  10;
 
plane 2  0 0  0  0  1  0  .01 symm ;  c longitudinal symetry plane
 
plane 3  105  0  0  -1  0  0 .01 symm ;  c lateral symetry plane
 
Projection surface definitions
 
sd 1 cy 2 0 2.5 0 1 0 .45
 
sd 2 cy 2 0 5.5 0 1 0 .45
 
sd 3 cy 2 0 8.5 0 1 0 .45
 
sd 4 cy 2 0 11.5 0 1 0 .45
 
sd 5 cy 2 0 14.5 0 1 0 .45
 
sd 6 cy .9 -1.08 0  0 0 1  .5
 
sd 7 cy 2 0 2.5 0 1 0  .75
 
sd 8 cy 0 -2.68 2.5 1 0 0 .75
 
sd 15 p13 rt [%h]  0  0 rt [%h]  1 0 rt [%h]  1  1
 
sd 16 p13 rt 0 [-.18-%h]  0 rt 1 [-.18-%h]  0  rt  1  [-.18-%h] 1
 
bptol 1 2  .05  c between parts 1 & 2 node merging tolerance
 
c part 1:  stringer web
 
block
 
1 4 7 10 25 35 45 50;  1 2; 1 4 7 10 13 16 19 22 25 28 31 33 34;
 
[%g] 1.333  2.666 4.3  52.5  73.5 94.5 105
 
0 -.18
 
0 1.75 3.25 4.75 6.25 7.75  9.25 10.75 12.25  13.75  15.25  16.6  17
 
dei 1 4;  12 13;
 ;
 
dei 2 3;  1 2; 2 3 0 4  5  0 6 7 0  8 9 0 10 11;
 
sfi -2 -3;;  -2 -3;sd 1
 
sfi -2 -3;;  -4 -5;sd 2
 
sfi -2 -3;;  -6 -7;sd 3
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sfi -2 -3;; -8 -9;sd 4
 
sfi -2 -3;; -10 -l1;sd 5
 
orpt  0 0 0
 
sii 1 4;-2;;1 m ;
 
mate 2
 
endpart
 
c part 2:  stringer rivets
 
block
 
1 2 5 6; 1 2 7 10; 1 2 5 6;
 
1.75 1.75 2.25 2.25
 
0 -.18 [-.18-%j]  [-.8-%j]
 
2.25 2.25 2.75 2.75
 
sd 25 sp 2 [-.0785-%j] 2.5 .7566375
 
dei 1 2 0 3 4;; 1 2 0 3 4;
 
sfi -1 -4;  ;  -1 -4;sd 1
 
sfi ;-4;;sd 25
 
lct 4 mz 3; mz 6; mz 9; mz 12;
 
lrep 0 1 2 3 4;
 
orpt + 2 -.38 2.5
 
sii -1 -4;2 3;-1 -4;5 m ;
 
mate 3
 
mti ;2 3;; 8
 
endpart
 
c part 3:  stringer upper flange
 
block
 
1 16 26 36 41; 1 2 7; 1 2;
 
4.3 52.5 73.5 94.5 105
 
0 -.18 -3.57
 
17 17.57
 
orpt  100 -2 19
 
pri 4 5;;-2;2 -22.23
 
pri 3 4;;-2;2 -14.8
 
pri 2 3;;-2;2 -7.4
 
mate 2
 
endpart
 
c part 4:  stringer lower flange
 
block
 
1 4 7 10 25 35 45 50;  1 2 7;  1 2;
 
[%g] 1.333 2.666 4.3 52.5 73.5 94.5 105
 
0 -.18 -3.57
 
0 -.57
 
mate 2
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orpt  1 -2 -.25
 
endpart
 
c part 5:  mesh for the CL corner and fillet
 
block
 
[1+%t]  [7+%t]; 1  [1+%t]  [7+%t];
 
1 [1+%wlb]  [1+%wlb+%wlt] [1+%wlb+%wlt+%w2b]
 
[1+%wlb+%wlt+%w2b+%w2t] [1+%wlb+%wlt+%w2b+%w2t+%w3b]
 
[1+%wlb+%wlt+%w2b+%w2t+%w3b+%w3t]
 
[1+%wlb+%wlt+%w2b+%w2t+%w3b+%w3t+%w4b]
 
[1+%wlb+%wlt+%w2b+%w2t+%w3b+%w3t+%w4b+%w4t]
 
[1+%wlb+%wlt+%w2b+%w2t+%w3b+%w3t+%w4b+%w4t+%w5b]
 
[1+%wlb+%wlt+%w2b+%w2t+%w3b+%w3t+%w4b+%w4t+%w5b+%w5t];
 
0 0  [%h]
 
-.18 -.18 [-.18-%h]
 
1 2.5 4 5.5 7 8.5 10 11.5 13 14.5 16
 
sd 1 cy [%h]  [-.18-%h] 0  0 0 1 .44
 
dei 2 3;  2 3;
  ;
 
dei 1 2;  1 2;  ;
 
sfi -2 3; -2 3;;sd 1
 
sii ;-1;;1 s
 
sii 1 2;-2;;1 s  ;
 
sii -1;;;2 s
  ;
 
sii -2;1 2;;2 s;
 
endpart
 
c part 6:  mesh around the 1st rivet hole of CL on the Str side
 
cylinder
 
1 3;  1 [1+%w]  [1+%w+%ww]  [1+%w+Ww+%www] [1+%w+%ww+%www+%wlb]
 
[1+%w+%ww+%www+Wlb+%wlt] [1+%w+%ww+2*%www+%wlb+Wlt]
 
[1+%w+2*%ww+2*%www+%wlb+%wlt]; 1 [1+%t];
 
.45 .75
 
0 90 146 175 225 275 304 360
 
-.18 [-.18-%j]
 
lct 1 rz -45 rx -90 mx 2 mz 2.5;
 
lrep 1;
 
orpt - 0 2  0
 
sii ;;-1;1 s
  ;
 
sii -1;;;5 s
 
sii ;;-2;7 s
  ;
 
endpart
 
c part 7:  mesh around the 2nd rivet hole of CL on the Str side
 
cylinder
 
1 3;  1  [1+%w]  [1+%w+%ww]  [1+%w+%ww+%www] [1+%w+%ww+%www+%w2b]
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[1+%w+%ww+%www+%w2b+%w2t] [1+%w+%ww+2*%www+%w2b+%w2t]
 
[1+%w+2*%ww+2*%www+%w2b+%w2t]; 1 [1+%t];
 
.45 .75
 
0 90 146 175 225 275 304 360
 
-.18 [-.18-%j]
 
lct 1 rz -45 rx -90 mx 2 mz 5.5;
 
lrep 1;
 
orpt  0 2 0
 
sii ;;-1;1 s
  ;
 
sii -1;;;5 s  ;
 
sii ;;-2;7 s
  ;
 
endpart
 
c part 8:  mesh around the 3rd rivet hole of CL on the Str side
 
cylinder
 
1 3; 1 [1+%w] [1+%w+%ww]  [l + %w + %ww + %www] [1+%w+%ww+%www+%w3b]
 
[1+%w+%ww+%www+%w3b+%w3t] [1+%w+%ww+2*%www+%w3b+%w3t]
 
[1+%w+2*%ww+2*%www+%w3b+%w3t]; 1 [1+%t];
 
.45 .75
 
0 90 146 175 225 275 304 360
 
-.18 [-.18-%j]
 
lct 1 rz -45 rx -90 mx 2 mz 8.5;
 
lrep 1; 
orpt  0 2 0 
sii ;;-1;1 s  ; 
sii -1;;;5 s  ; 
sii ;;-2;7 s  ; 
endpart 
c part 9:  mesh around the 4th rivet hole of CL on the Str side
 
cylinder
 
1 3; 1 [1+%w]  [1+%w+%ww]  [1+%w+%ww+%www] [1+%w+%ww+%www+%w4b]
 
[1+%w+%ww+%www+%w4b+%w4t] [1+%w+%ww+2*%www+%w4b+%w4t]
 
(1+%w+2*%ww+2*%www+%w4b+%w4t]; 1 [1+%t];
 
.45 .75
 
0 90 146 175 225 275 304 360
 
-.18 [-.18-%j]
 
lct 1 rz -45 rx -90 mx 2 mz 11.5;
 
lrep 1;
 
orpt  0 2  0
 
sii ;;-1;1 s
  ;
 
sii -1;;;5 s  ;
 
sii ;;-2;7 s
  ;
 
endpart
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c part 10:  mesh around the 5th rivet hole of CL on the Str side
 
cylinder
 
1 4;  1  [1+%w]  [l + %w + %ww]  [1+%w+%ww+%www] [1+%w+%ww+%www+%w5b]
 
[1+%w+%ww+%www+%w5b+%w5t] [1+%w+%ww+2*%www+%w5b+%w5t]
 
[1+%w+2*%ww+2*%www+%w5b+%w5t]; 1 [1+%t];
 
.45  75
 
0 90 146 175 225 275 304 360
 
-.18 [-.18-%j]
 
lct 1 rz -45 rx -90 mx 2 mz 14.5;
 
lrep 1;
 
orpt  0 2 0
 
sii ;;-1;1 s  ;
 
sii -1;;;5 s
  ;
 
sii ;;-2;7 s  ;
 
endpart
 
c part 11: mesh for the outer CL on the Str side
 
block
 
1 [1+%ww]  [1+%ww+%d]; 1 [1+%t]; 1 [1+%d]  [1+%d+%w]  [1+%w+2*%d];
 
1.7 3.5 3.5
 
-.18 [-.18-%j]
 
1 1 4 4
 
dei 2 3;;  1 2 0 3 4;
 
dei 1 2;; 2 3;
 
lct 4 mz 3; mz 6; mz 9; mz 12;
 
lrep 0 1 2 3 4;
 
sfi 1 -2;; -2 -3;sd 7
 
orpt + 0 0 0
 
sii ;-1;;1 s  ;
 
sii 1 -2;;-2 -3;1 s
  ;
 
endpart
 
c part 12: mesh for inner CL in the 1st section on the Str side
 
block
 
1 [1+%d]  [1+%d+%www]; 1 [1+%t]; 1 [1+%d]  [1+%d+%wlb]
 
[1+%d+%wlb+%wlt] [1+2*%d+%wlb+%wlt];
 
.77 .77 1.7
 
-.18 [-.18-%j]
 
1 1 2.5 4 4
 
dei 1 2;; 1 2 0 4 5;
 
dei 2 3;; 2 4;
 
sfi -2;;2 4;sd 7
 
sfi 2 3;;-2 -4;sd 7
 
sfi  l;;;sd 15
 
sfi -2;;-1 0 -5;sd 15
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orpt + 0 0 0
 
sii ;-1;;1 s
  ;
 
sii -2 -3;;2 4;1 s  ;
 
endpart
 
c part 13: mesh for inner CL in the 2nd section on the Str side
 
block
 
1 [1+%d]  [1+%d+%www]; 1 [1+%t]; 1 [1+%d] [1+%d+%w2b]
 
[1+%d+%w2b+%w2t] [1+2*%d+%w2b+%w2t];
 
.77 .77 1.7
 
-.18 [-.18-%j]
 
1 1  2.5 4 4
 
dei 1 2;; 1 2 0 4  5;
 
dei 2 3;; 2 4;
 
lct  1 mz 3;
 
lrep  1;
 
sfi  -2;;2 4;sd 7
 
sfi  2 3;;-2 -4;sd 7
 
sfi -1;;;sd 15
 
sfi  -2;;-1 0 -5;sd 15
 
orpt + 0 0 0
 
sii  ;-1;;1 s  ;
 
sii -2 -3;;2 4;1 s  ;
 
endpart
 
c part 14: mesh for inner CL in the 3rd section on the Str side
 
block
 
[1+%d]  [1+%d+%www]; 1 [1+%t]; 1 [1+%d]  [1+%c1+%w3b]
 
[1+%d+%w3b+%w3t]  [1+2*%d+%w3b+%w3t];
 
.77 .77 1.7
 
-.18 [-.18-%j]
 
1 1  2.5 4 4
 
dei 1 2;; 1 2 0 4 5;
 
dei 2 3;; 2  4;
 
lct  1 mz 6;
 
lrep  1;
 
sfi -2;;2 4;sd 7
 
sfi  2 3;;-2  -4;sd 7
 
sfi -1;;;sd 15
 
sfi -2;;-1  0 -5;sd 15
 
orpt + 0  0  0
 
sii  ;-1;;1  s  ;
 
sii -2 -3;;2 4;1 s  ;
 
endpart
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c part 15: mesh for inner CL in the 4th section on the Str side
 
block
 
1 [1+%d] [1+%d+%www]; 1 [1+%t]; 1 [1+%d] [1+%d+%w4b]
 
[1+%d+%w4b+%w4t]  [1+2*%d+%w4b+%w4t];
 
.77 .77 1.7
 
-.18 [-.18-%j]
 
1 1 2.5 4 4
 
dei 1 2;; 1 2 0 4 5;
 
dei 2 3;; 2 4;
 
lct 1 mz 9;
 
lrep 1;
 
sfi -2;;2 4;sd 7
 
sfi 2 3;;-2 -4;sd 7
 
sfi -1;;;sd 15
 
sfi -2;;-1 0 -5;sd 15
 
orpt + 0 0 0
 
sii ;-1;;1 s  ;
 
sii -2 -3;;2 4;1 s  ;
 
endpart
 
c part 16: mesh for inner CL in the 5th section on the Str side
 
block
 
1 [1+%d] [1+%d+%www]; 1 [1+%t]; 1  [1+%d]  (1+%d+%w5b]
 
[1+%d+%w5b+%w5t]  [1+2*%d+%w5b+%w5t];
 
.77 .77 1.7
 
-.18 [-.18-%j]
 
1 1 2.5 4 4
 
dei 1 2;; 1 2 0 4 5;
 
dei 2 3;; 2 4;
 
lct 1 mz 12;
 
lrep 1;
 
sfi -2;;2 4;sd 7
 
sfi 2 3;;-2 -4;sd 7
 
sfi -1;;;sd 15
 
sfi -2;;-1 0 -5;sd 15
 
orpt + 0  0 0
 
sii ;-1;;1 s  ;
 
sii -2 -3;;2 4;1 s  ;
 
endpart
 
c part 17:  mesh around the 1st rivet hole of CL on the FB side
 
cylinder
 
1 3; 1 [1+%wid]  [1+%wid+%w]  [1+2*%wid+%w] (1+2*%wid+%w+%w12]
 
[1+2*%wid+%w+%w12+%wlt] [1+2*%wid+%w+%w12+%wlt+%wlb]
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[1+2*%wid+%w+%w12+%wlt+%wlb+%wl]; 1 [1+%t];
 
.45 .75
 
0 30 120 150  213.5 255  296 360
 
0  [-%j]
 
lct 1 rz 195  ry -90 my -2.68 mz 2.5;
 
lrep 1;
 
orpt + -2 0  0
 
sii ;;-1;2 s  ;
 
sii -1;;;3 s  ;
 
sii ;;-2;4 s  ;
 
endpart
 
c part 18:  mesh around the 2nd rivet hole of CL on the FB side
 
cylinder
 
1 3;  1 [1+%wid]  [1+%wid+%w] [1+2*%wid+%w]  [1+2*%wid+%w+%w23]
 
[1+2*%wid+%w+%w23+%w2t] [1+2*%wid+%w+%w23+%w2t+%w2b]
 
[1+2*%wid+%w+%w23+%w2t+%w2b+%w12]; 1 [1+%t];
 
.45 .75
 
0 30 120 150  213.5 255 296 360
 
0  [-%j]
 
lct 1 rz 195  ry -90 my -2.68 mz 5.5;
 
lrep 1;
 
orpt + -2 0  0
 
sii ;;-1;2 s  ;
 
sii -1;;;3 s  ;
 
sii ;;-2;4 s  ;
 
endpart
 
c part 19:  mesh around the 3rd rivet hole of CL on the FE side
 
cylinder
 
1 3;  1 [1+%wid]  [1+%wid+%w] [1+2*%wid+%w] [1+2*%wid+%w+%w34]
 
[1+2*%wid+%w+%w34+%w3t] [1+2*%wid+%w+%w34+%w3t+%w3b]
 
[1+2*%wid+%w+%w34+%w3t+%w3b+%w23]; 1 [1+%t];
 
.45 .75
 
0 30 120 150  213.5 255  296 360
 
0  [-%j]
 
lct 1 rz 195 ry -90 my -2.68 mz 8.5;
 
lrep 1;
 
orpt + -2 0  0
 
sii ;;-1;2 s
  ;
 
sii -1;;;3 s
  ;
 
sii ;;-2;4 s
  ;
 
endpart
 
c part 20:  mesh around the 4th rivet hole of CL on the FB side
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cylinder
 
1 3;  1 [1+%wid]  [1+%wid+%w]  [1+2*%wid+%w] [1+2*%wid+%w+%w45]
 
[1+2*%wid+%w+%w45+%w4t] [1+2*%wid+%w+%w45+%w4t+%w4b]
 
[1+2*%wid+%w+%w45+%w4t+%w4b+%w34]; 1 [1+%t]:
 
.45 .75
 
0 30 120 150 213.5 255 296 360
 
0  [-%j]
 
lct 1 rz 195 ry -90 my -2.68 mz 11.5;
 
lrep 1;
 
orpt + -2 0  0
 
sii ;;-1;2 s  ;
 
sii -1;;;3 s  ;
 
sii ;;-2;4 s  ;
 
endpart
 
c part 21:  mesh around the 5th rivet hole of CL on the FB side
 
cylinder
 
1 4; 1  [1+%wid] [1+%wid+%w] [1+2*%wid+%w] [1+2*%wid+%w+%w5]
 
[1+2*%wid+%w+%w5+%w5t] [1+2*%wid+%w+%w5+%w5t+%w5b]
 
[1+2*%wid+%w+%w5+%w5t+%w5b+%w45]; 1 [1+%t];
 
.45 .75
 
0 30 120 150 213.5 255 296 360
 
0  [-%j]
 
lct 1 rz 195 ry -90 my -2.68 mz 14.5;
 
lrep 1;
 
orpt + -2 0 0
 
sii ;;-1;2 s  ;
 
sii -1;;;3 s  ;
 
sii ;;-2;4 s
  ;
 
endpart
 
c part 22:  mesh for outside of the CL in the 1st section on the FB
 
side
 
block
 
1 [1+%t]; 1 [1+%wid]  [1+%wid+%d1]; 1 [1+%dl]  [1+%d1+%w]
 
[1+2*%d1+%w];
 
0  [%j]
 
-3.08 -4.18 -4.18
 
1 1 4 4
 
dei  ;  2 3; 1 2  0  3 4;
 
dei  ;  1 2;  2 3;
 
sfi  ;  1 -2; -2 -3;sd 8
 
orpt + -2 0 0
 
sii -1;;;2 s
  ;
 
endpart
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c part 23:  mesh for outside of the CL in the 2nd section on the FB
 
side
 
block
 
1 [1+%t]; 1 [1+%wid]  [l + %wid + %d2]; 1 [1+%d2]  [1+%d2+%w]
 
[1+2*%d2+%w];
 
0  [ %j]
 
-3.08 -4.18 -4.18
 
1 1 4 4
 
dei  ;  2 3; 1 2 0 3 4;
 
dei  ;  1 2; 2 3;
 
lct 1 mz 3;
 
lrep 1;
 
sfi  ;  1 -2; -2 -3;sd  8
 
orpt + -2 0 0
 
sii -1;;;2 s  ;
 
endpart
 
c part 24:  mesh for outside of the CL in the 3rd section on the FB
 
side
 
block
 
1  [1 + %t]; 1 [1+%wid]  [1+%wid+%d3]; 1 [1+%d3]  [1+%d3+%w]
 
[1+2*%d3+%w];
 
0  [ %j]
 
-3.08 -4.18 -4.18
 
1 1 4 4
 
dei  ;  2 3;  1 2 0 3 4;
 
dei  ;  1 2;  2 3;
 
lct 1 mz 6;
 
lrep 1;
 
sfi  ;  1 -2; -2 -3;sd 8
 
orpt + -2 0 0
 
sii -1;;;2 s  ;
 
endpart
 
c part 25:  mesh for outside of the CL in the 4th section on the FB
 
side
 
block
 
1 [1+%t]; 1 [1+%wid]  [1+%wid+%d4]; 1 [1+%d4]  [1+%d4+%w]
 
[1+2*%d4+%w];
 
0  [%j]
 
-3.08  -4.18  -4.18
 
1 1 4  4
 
dei  ; 2 3; 1 2 0 3 4;
 
dei  1 2;  2 3;
 ;
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lct 1 mz 9;
 
lrep 1;
 
sfi  ;  1 -2; -2 -3;sd 8
 
orpt + -2 0 0
 
sii -1;;;2 s  ;
 
endpart
 
c part 26:  mesh for outside of the CL in the 5th section on the FB
 
side
 
block
 
1 [1+%t]; 1 [1+%wid] [1+%wid+%d5]; 1 [1+%d5]  [1+%d5+%w]
 
[1+2*%d5+%w];
 
0  [%j]
 
-3.08 -4.18 -4.18
 
1 1 4 4
 
dei  ; 2 3; 1 2 0 3 4;
 
dei  1 2; 2 3;
 ;
 
lct 1 mz 12;
 
lrep 1;
 
sfi  1 -2; -2 -3;sd 8
 ;
 
orpt + -2 0 0
 
sii -1;;;2 s  ;
 
endpart
 
c part 27:  mesh for CL inner bottom of the 1st section on the FB s
 
ide
 
block
 
1 [1+%t]; 1 [1+%dl]  [1+%d1+%wl]; 1 [1+%dl] [1+%d1+%wlb];
 
0  [ %j]
 
-.95 -.95 -3.08
 
1 1 2.5
 
dei  2 3; 2 3;
 ;
 
dei  1 2; 1 2;
 ;
 
sfi  ; -2 3; -2 3;sd 8
 
sfi ;-1;;sd 16
 
sfi ;- 2; -l;sd 16
 
orpt + -2 0 0
 
sii -1.;;;2 s  ;
 
endpart
 
c part 28:  mesh for CL inner bottom of the 2nd section on the FB s
 
ide
 
block
 
1 [1+%t]; 1 [1+%d2]  [1+%d2+%w12]; 1 [1+%d2]  [1+%d2+%w2b];
 
0  [%j]
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-.95 -.95 -3.08
 
1 1 2.5
 
dei  ; 2 3; 2 3;
 
dei  ;  1 2;  1 2;
 
lct 1 mz 3;
 
lrep 1;
 
sfi  ;  -2 3; -2 3;sd 8
 
sfi  ; -l;;sd 16
 
sfi ;-2;-1;sd 16
 
orpt + -2 0 0
 
sii -1;;;2 s  ;
 
endpart
 
c part 29:  mesh for CL inner bottom of the 3rd section on the FE s
 
ide
 
block
 
1 [1+%t]; 1 [1+%d3] [1+%d3+%w23]; 1 [1+%d3]  [1+%d3+%w3b];
 
0  [%j]
 
-.95 -.95 -3.08
 
1 1 2.5
 
dei  ;  2 3;  2 3;
 
dei  ;  1 2;  1 2;
 
lct 1 mz 6;
 
lrep 1;
 
sfi  ;  -2 3; -2 3;sd 8
 
sfi  ; -l;;sd 16
 
sfi ;-2;-1;sd 16
 
orpt + -2 0  0
 
sii -1;;;2 s
 
endpart
 
c part 30:  mesh for CL inner bottom of the 4th section on the FB s
 
ide
 
block
 
1 [1+%t]; 1  [1+%d4]  [1+%d4+%w34]; 1 [1+%d4]  [1+%d4+%w4b];
 
0  [%j]
 
-.95 -.95 -3.08
 
1 1 2.5
 
dei  ;  2 3;  2 3;
 
dei  1 2;  1 2;
 ;
 
lct 1 mz 9;
 
lrep 1;
 
sfi  ;  -2 3; -2 3;sd 8
 
sfi ;-1;;sd 16
 
sfi ;- 2; -l;sd 16
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orpt + -2 0 0
 
sii -1;;;2 s
  ;
 
endpart
 
c part 31:  mesh for CL inner bottom of the 5th section on the FB s
 
ide
 
block
 
1 [1+%t]; 1 [1+%d5]  [1+%d5+%w45]; 1 [1+%d5]  [1+%d5+%w5b];
 
0  [%j]
 
-.95 -.95 -3.08
 
1 1 2.5
 
dei  ;  2 3; 2 3;
 
dei  ;  1 2; 1 2;
 
lct 1 mz 12;
 
lrep 1;
 
sfi  ; -2 3; -2 3;sd 8
 
sfi  ; -l;;sd 16
 
sfi ;- 2; -l;sd 16
 
orpt + -2 0 0
 
sii -1;;;2 s
  ;
 
endpart
 
c part 32:  mesh for CL inner top of the 1st section on the FB side
 
block
 
1 [1+%t]; 1 [1+%dl]  [1+%d1+%w12]; 1 [1+%wlt] [1+%wlt+%d1];
 
0  [%j]
 
-.95 -.95 -3.08
 
2.5 4 4
 
dei  ;  2 3;  1 2;
 
dei  1 2; 2 3;
 ;
 
sfi  ;  -2 3;  1 -2;sd 8
 
sfi  ; -l;;sd 16
 
sfi ;-2;-3;sd 16
 
orpt + -2 0 0
 
sii -1;;;2 s
  ;
 
endpart
 
c part 33:  mesh for CL inner top of the 2nd section on the FB side
 
block
 
block
 
1 [1+%t]; 1 [1+%d2]  [1+%d2+%w23]; 1 [1+%w2t] [1+%w2t+%d2];
 
0  [%j]
 
-.95 -.95 -3.08
 
2.5 4 4
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dei  ;  2 3;  1 2;
 
dei  ;  1 2;  2 3;
 
lct 1 mz 3;
 
lrep 1;
 
sfi  ;  -2 3; 1 -2;sd 8
 
sfi  ; -l;;sd 16
 
sfi ;-2;-3;sd 16
 
orpt + -2 0 0
 
sii -1;;;2 s  ;
 
endpart
 
c part 34:  mesh for CL inner top of the 3rd section on the FB side
 
block
 
1  [1+%t]; 1  [1+%d3]  [1+%d3+%w34]; 1 [1+%w3t] [1+%w3t+%d3];
 
0  [%j]
 
-.95 -.95 -3.08
 
2.5 4 4
 
dei  2 3; 1 2;
 ;
 
dei  ;  1 2; 2 3;
 
lct 1 mz 6;
 
lrep 1;
 
sfi  ;  -2 3;  1 -2;sd 8
 
sfi ;-1;;sd 16
 
sfi ;-2;-3;sd 16
 
orpt + -2 0 0
 
sii -1;;;2 s  ;
 
endpart
 
c part 35:  mesh for CL inner top of the 4th section on the FB side
 
block
 
1 [1+%t]; 1  [1+%d4] [1+%d4+%w45]; 1 [1+%w4t] [1+%w4t+%d4];
 
0  [ %j]
 
-.95 -.95 -3.08
 
2.5 4 4
 
dei  ;  2 3;  1 2;
 
dei  1 2; 2 3;
 ;
 
lct 1 mz 9;
 
lrep 1;
 
sfi  ;  -2 3;  1 -2;sd 8
 
sfi  ; -l;;sd 16
 
sfi ;-2;-3;sd 16
 
orpt + -2 0  0
 
sii -1;;;2 s
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endpart
 
c part 36:  mesh for CL inner top of the 5th section on the FB side
 
block
 
1 [1+%t]; 1 [1+%d5]  [1+%d5+%w5]; 1 [1+%w5t]  [1+%w5t+%d5];
 
[%j]
 
-.95 -.95 -3.08
 
2.5 4 4
 
dei  ;  2 3;  1 2;
 
dei  ;  1 2; 2 3;
 
lct 1 mz 12;
 
lrep 1;
 
sfi  ;  -2 3;  1 -2;sd 8
 
sfi ;-1;;sd 16
 
sfi ;-2;-3;sd 16
 
orpt + -2 0 0
 
sii -1;;;2 s  ;
 
endpart
 
c part 37:  floor beam rivets
 
bptol 37 39 .05
 
block
 
1 2 7 10;  1 2 5 6;  1 2  5  6;
 
-.44 0  [%j]  [.62+%j]
 
-.25 -.25 .25 .25
 
-.25 -.25 .25 .25
 
dei  ; 1 2 0 3 4; 1 2 0 3 4;
 
sd 1 cy 0 0 0 1 0 0  .45
 
sd 26 sp [-.1015+%j] 0 0  .7566375
 
sfi ;-1 -4; -1 -4;sd 1
 
sfi -4;;;sd 26
 
sii 2 3;-1 -4;-1 -4;3  m  ;
 
orpt + .2 0 0
 
lct 5 my -2.68 mz 2.5; my -2.68 mz  5.5; my -2.68 mz 8.5;
 
my -2.68 mz 11.5; my -2.69 mz 14.5;
 
lrep 1 2 3  4 5;
 
mate 5
 
mti 2 3;;;8
 
endpart
 
c part 38:  floor beam rivet heads
 
cylinder
 
1 3;  1 7 13; 1 4;
 
.45 .75
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0 180 360
 
[%j]  [.4+%j]
 
sd 35 cy 0 0 0 0 0 1 .45
 
sd 27 sp 0 0 [-.1015+%j] .7566375
 
sfi -2;;;sd 27
 
sfi ;;-2;sd 27
 
sfi -1;;;sd 35
 
sii  ;  ;-1;4 m ;
 
ict 5 rz 15 ry 90 my -2.68 mz 2.5; rz 15 ry 90 my -2.68 mz 5.5;
 
rz 15 ry 90 my -2.68 mz 8.5; rz 15 ry 90 my -2.68 mz 11.5;
 
rz 15 ry 90 my -2.68 mz 14.5;
 
lrep 1 2 3 4 5;
 
mate 6
 
endpart
 
c part 39:  mesh for floor beam web
 
block
 
1 2; 1 4 7 9 67; 1 9 12 15 18 21 24 27 30 33 36 39 42;
 
-.44 0
 
0 -2.01333 -3.34667 -4.25 -84
 
-5.658 0 1.75 3.25 4.75 6.25 7.75 9.25 10.75 12.25 13.75 15.25 16.9
 
dei  ;  2 3;  3 4 0 5 6 0 7 8 0 9 10 0 11 12;
 
sd 1 cy 0 -2.68 2.5 1 0 0  .45
 
sd 2 cy 0 -2.68 5.5 1 0 0  .45
 
sd 3 cy 0 -2.68 8.5 1 0 0 .45
 
sd 4 cy 0 -2.68 11.5 1 0 0 .45
 
sd 5 cy 0 -2.68 14.5 1 0 0  .45
 
sfi  ;  -2 -3; -3 -4;sd 1
 
sfi  ;  -2 -3; -5 -6;sd 2
 
sfi  ;  -2 -3; -7 -8;sd 3
 
sfi  -2 -3; -9 -10;sd 4
 ;
 
sfi  ;  -2 -3; -11 -12;sd 5
 
sii -2;;2 13;2 m ;
 
bi ;;-13; dx 1 dz 1 dy 1
  ;
 
mate 7
 
endpart
 
c part 40:  mesh for floor beam lower flange
 
block
 
1 6 7 12; 1 4 7 9 67; 1 2;
 
-4.7125 -.44 0 4.2725
 
0 -2.01333 -3.34667 -4.25 -84
 
-5.658 -6.34
 
mate 7
 
endpart
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c part 41:  mesh for stringer rivet heads
 
cylinder
 
1 3; 1 13; 1 4;
 
.45 .75
 
0 360
 
[- .18 %j]  [-.58-%j]
 
sd 28 sp 0 0 [-.0785-%j) .7566375
 
sd 36 cy 0  0 0 0 0 1 .45
 
sfi -1;;;sd 36
 
sfi -2;;;sd 28
 
sfi ;;-2;sd 28
 
orpt  0 2  0
 
sii ;;-1;7 m ;
 
lct 5 rz 15 rx -90 mx 2 mz 2.5; rz 15 rx -90 mx 2 mz 5.5;
 
rz 15 rx -90 mx 2 mz 8.5; rz 15 rx -90 mx 2 mz 11.5;
 
rz 15 rx -90 mx 2 mz 14.5;
 
lrep 1 2 3 4 5;
 
mate 4
 
endpart
 
merge
 Stress (psi)  Stringer Def ection (in)  Stringer  Clip Angle Deflection (in)  Clip Angle
Floor Beam  Stringer  Top  Bottom  Rotation (rad)  Top  Bottom  Rotation (rad)
Side  Side  Flange  Flange 
mid.5t5  8200  9900 
mid.5t6  10300  11900 
mid.5t7 
mid.5t7prfr 
mid.5t7fr 
11000 
13900 
12500 
15700 
11600 
0.00659 
0.00574 
0.00490 
-0.00515 
-0.00472 
-0.00500 
0.000647 
0.000577 
0.000546 
0.00384 
0.00324 
0 
0 
0.000256 
0.000216 
1Imid.5t7pr  8900  10500  0.00665  -0.00600  0.000697 
mid.375t4  9000  12000 
mid.375t5  10100  13100 
mid.375t6  10650  13700  0.00760  -0.00560  0.000728  0.00525  0  0.000350 
mid.375t6prfr  14050  17100  0.00672  -0.00507  0.000650  0.00453  0  0.000302 
mid.375t6fr  10500  14000  0.00765  -0.00552  0.000726  0.00553  0  0.000369 
mid.375t6pr  10800  0.00705  -0.00645  0.000744  0.00265  0  0.000177 
end.375t6prfr 
end.375t6 
11700 
9400 
14700 
10300 
0.00784 
0.00855 
-0.00942 
-0.00960 
0.000951 
0.001001 
0.00606 
0.00564 
-0.00776 
-0.00832 
0.000921 
0.000931 
Retro 2- 4 x 6 x 3/8 inch clip angle 
new.375t6 
new.375t6prfr  8150 
10000 
11200 
0.00805 
0.00769 
-0.00560 
-0.00518 
0.000752 
0.000709 
0.00577 
0.00591 
0 
0 
0.000385 
0.000394 
Retro 2- 4 x 6 x 1/2 inch clip angle 
new.5t5  5200  6600 
I new.5t6 
new.5t7 
new.5t7prfr 
5800 
8300 
7200 
8100 
9900 
0.00780 
0.00740 
-0.00530 
-0.00491 
0.000722 
0.000679 
0.00553 
0.00558 
0 
0 
0.000369 
0.000372 
Retro 3 - Remove top row of rivets 
7mid.375t6r1 
Innid.375t6r1prfr  9600 
6200 
11600 
0.00730 
0.00780 
-0.00570 
-0.00535 
0.000717 
0.000725 
0.00206 
0.00401 
1 
Retro 4 - Remove top two rows of rivets 
,mid.375t6r2 
mid.375t6r2prfr 
2600 
5100 
0.00800 
0.00841 
-0.00590 
-0.00547 
0.000766 
0.000765 
0.00024 
0.00096 
Retro 5  Geometric sti fening 
10700 , ret.375t6prfr10ksi  13000  0.00467  -0.00171  0.000352  0.0034  0  0.000227 129 
CLIP ANGLE ROTATION CONSTANT CALCULATION
 
E := 30000000 psi  Youngs Modulus of stringer  L : =210 in  Stringer Length 
I := 802  int'4  Moment of Inertia of stringer  P := 10000  Stringer Load 
Ocl = Osto 
Ocl : =C RMoo 
PL
2 
eSt :  f
2EI  16EI 
P L2 
Ost
 
16-E-I

Mo(Ost)  Mo(.000650) = 113557 L 
2EI	  M0(.000951) =44585 
Mo( .000577) = 130285 
C R(Ost) 
Ost  C R(.000650) =5.724.109 Interior 0.375 clip angles from 3D FEA 
Mo(Ost) 
C R(.000950) = 2.12.10  End 0.375 clip angles from 3D FEA 
C R(.000577) =4.429-109  Interior 0.5 clip angles from 3D FEA 
a
C s(0,0st)  C s(17100,.000650) =0.1506 Interior 0.375 clip angles from 3D FEA 
Mo(Ost) 
C s(14700,.000951) = 0.3297 End 0.375 clip angles from 3D FEA 
C s(15700,.000577) = 0.1205 Interior 0.5 clip angles from 3D FEA 130 
MOMENT CALCULATIONS
 
Note: This page is used to determine the maximum end moments for the interior panel 
clip angles, end panel clip angles 1st and 2nd floorbeams. These equation are for a 
stringer with different boundary conditions on each end 
E := 30000000 psi  Youngs Modulus of stringer  L  210 in  Stringer Length 
I := 802  inA4  Stringer area moment of inertia  P := 10000 lb  Stringer Load 
Cb =Ca  Ca :=Cb 
Cal= 5:724-10 9  Cb :=2.12.108 
8b := Cb-Mbo 
=Ca-Mao 
MaL MbL)  PL2  MbL MaL\  PL2 
ea =  6b 3EI 6EI  16-EI  3EI  6-E11  16EI 
PI,
2 
B A:= 
3EI 
Mb-13  Ma13 
Ca-Ma  Ma-13  Ao  Cb-Mb :- Mb-13  Ao 
2 2 
Mb13)  1 Ma :- A
 
1  2  Ca+ B
 
A  Mb13 Ma :- a
 
Ca+ B  2-(Cal-B)
 
B- A  Mb13
CbMb := Mb-13  Ao 
2  Ca-h B  B) 
2 
13-A  Mb-13 
Cb-Mb :  Mb B  -I- Ao 
2(Ca± B)  B) 
MbB2  13-A
Cb-Mb-f- MbB  A 
4(Ca+- B)  2-(Cat B) 131 
MOMENT CALCULATIONS, Continued
 
B2  BA 
Mb.  Cb + B  A 
4-(Ca+ B)  2(Ca+ B) 
3 
BA A 
2-(Ca+ B)
Mb  Mb =39915 
B2 Cb+ B 
4(Ca+ B) 
B Ma := A- Mb- Ma =125965 
2 
Moments for 10000 lb load in the middle of the stringer (I = 802 inA4) 
= 113557  =49750 M in  M end 
Maximum Moments for 10000 lb load 
Northbound Structure  Southbound Structure 
(I = 802 inA4)  (I = 706 inA4) 
Interior Panels  M ni  := 113557  in-lb  M  =121832  in-lb 
End Panel  M net := 125965  in-lb  M set := 136090  in-lb 
2nd Floorbeam 
End Panel 
M nel :- 39913  in-lb  M sel  =43928  in-lb 
1st Floorbeam 132 
DEFLECTION CALCULATIONS 
Clip angle deflection for 10000 lb load in the middle of the stringer (I = 802 inA4)
 
From 3D FEA Analysis
 8 int =00453 
Clip angle max stress range for 10000 lb load in the middle of the stringer (I = 802 inA4) 
From 3D FEA Analysis (lint :- 17100  G end := 14700
 
Moments for 10000 lb load in the middle of the stringer (I = 802 inA4)
 
M int =113557  M end = 49750 
Maximum Moments for 10000 lb load 
Northbound Structure  Southbound Structure 
(I = 802 inA4)  (I = 706 inA4) 
Interior Panels  M ni := 113557  in-lb  M  =121832  in-lb 
End Panel 
2nd Floorbeam 
M ne2 := 125965  in-lb  M se  =136090  in-lb 
End Panel 
1st Floorbeam  M nel := 39913  in-lb  M sel  := 43928  in-lb 
Stringer Loads (from Global FEA Analysis) 
Northbound Structure  Southbound Structure 
P3 := 5500  lb  Middle Stringer 
P = 7300  lb  Middle Stringer 
P4 := 10960  lb  2nd Middle Stringer 
14500  lb  2nd Middle Stringer P2 " = 
P5 : =7950  lb  3rd Middle Stringer 
Deflection for clip angles located in interior panels 
i := 1 .. 5  8 int Pi 
5m. 
10000  Southbound Structure 
Northbound Structure 
5m3 =0.0025 in  Middle stringer 
5m =0.0033 in  Middle stringer 
5m4 = 0.005  in  2nd from middle stringer 
5m2 =0.0066 in  2nd from middle stringer 
5m5 =0.0036 in  3rd from middle stringer 133 
STRESS CALCULATIONS
 
max amax(a,P,Mmax'M) 
10000  M 
Interior Panels 
End Panel 
2nd Floorbeam 
End Panel 
1st Floorbeam 
Interior Panels 
End Panel 
2nd Floorbeam 
End Panel 
1st Floorbeam 
Interior Panels 
End Panel 
2nd Floorbeam 
End Panel 
1st Floorbeam 
Northbound Structure 
Middle stringer  2nd from middle stringer 
a max(a int'  M ni, M int) = 12483  a max(a int' P2' M ni,M int)  = 24795 
a max(a int' Pi M ne2 'M int) = 13847  a max(a int' Pr M ne2,M int) = 27504 
a max(a end' Pt 'M nel  M end) = 8609  a max(a int' P2' M nel M end) =19892 
Southbound Structure 
Middle stringer  2nd from middle stringer 
a max(a int,Pr M si, M int) = 10090  a max(a int' P4' M Si' M int) = 20107 
a  11271 max(a int' P3' M se2' M int) =  a max(a int, P4' M se2,M int) = 22460 
a max(a end, P3' M Sel'M end) = 7139  a max (a end P4' M se l' M end) =14226 
3rd from middle stringer 
a  M- int) = 14585 max (c5 int' P5'  S1' M i 
max(a int P5' M se2' M int) = 16292 
(Imax(aend'PPM sel 'M end) = 10319 134 
APPENDIX H
 
STRESS-LIFE
 135 
STRESS-L11-±, CALCULATIONS 
Minimum stress level G min := 5.5 
Maximum stress level max(AG)  G min 
t : =0.53  Clip angle thickness at peak stress area 
6  : = 36  Minimum Expected yield strength
YS 
S UT := 58  Minimum Expected ultimate tensile strength 
max(06)
(Aa)- min  Stress amplitude calculation 
2 
a max(AG)  G min  Stress mean calculation 
a m(6,a) 
2 
Se' := .504-S UT  Ideal constant amplitude fatigue limit 
Surface Finish Factor  (hot-rolled) 
a := 14.4  b :=-.718 
C sF = 0.78 C SF :-7a'S UT 
Size Factor  d := t 
-0'1133 
Cs= 
d 
C s = 0.938 
0.3/ 
Loading Factor 
C Lb := 1  for bending loading  C La : =.92  for axial loading 
C  C La Lb t- C  for combination of bending and axial 
2 
Temperature Factor 
C T := 1 136 
STRESS-LIFE CALCULATIONS, Continued 
Constant Amplitude Fatigue Limit 
Se : =C C SC LC TSe'  Se = 20.528 
Equivelant Alternating Stress Calculation 
Goodman 
a a(Aa) 
S N(Lia) : 
am(0a) 
1 
s ur 
Number of cycles to failure calculation 
\ 2-1 0.9S UT  (0.9.5 LIT)
1
b	  --log  C :  log 
3  Se  Se 
b = -0.135  C = 2.123 
b b 
NL(A(T) : =10  -S N(LiG) 137 
REMAINING LIFE CALCULATIONS
 
y = the age of the structure 
.3 + 4.3-F  1 + 1.7 1- 1.5 + 16.1 + 1.7 FT  F T= 0.266  Percentage truck traffic 
100 
F  = 85  Percentage of trucks in Slow Lane  g :=525  Traffic growth rate L 
C L = 2  Number of load cycle per truck  G := 30600  Current ADT 
ADT(Y) : =G +gY  Function of average daily traffic 
ADT(Y) ADTT(Y)  FT-FL  Average Daily Truck Traffic (one lane)
 
2
 
NL := (365-C L)- ADTT(Y) dYa 
-Y 
365-C  -F  -F  r*T­ L TL
N L  (gY+ G) dY0
 
2
  / 
IgY 2  \ 365-C L-F T-F L 
N L 
g-L2  GL\  G-y  a 
2  2 
J 1 2 
2  \  2-N L g-L2 
+ G-L+  g'y  + G-y  :Oo
 
2  \  2  /  365-C L-FT-F
 
2  2NL(Ab)
-8'Y -G  +G -y
 
2  2  /  365- CL -FT -FL
  Remaining life in years
L(Aa, y) 
2.g 
2 138 
REMAINING LIFE CALCULATIONS, Continued 
Northbound Structure 
Middle  2nd from middle 
Interior Panels  L( 12.5 , 44) = 182  L( 24.8, 44) = -40 
End Panel 
1st Floorbeam  L( 13.8,44) = 100  L( 27.5 , 44 ) = -42 
End Panel 
2nd Floorbeam 
L( 8.6,44 ) = 1056  L( 19.9 , 44 ) = -24 
Southbound Structure 
Middle  2nd from middle  3rd from middle 
Interior Panels  L(10.1,34)=522  L( 20.1 , 34 ) = -20  L( 14.6 , 34) =68 
End Panel 
1st Floorbeam  L( 11.3 , 34) =308  L( 22.5,34) = -28  L(16.3,34) =22 
End Panel 
2nd Floorbeam 
L(7.1,34)=2340  L(14.2,34)=83  L( 10.3, 34) =477 139 
APPENDIX I
 
LINEAR ELASTIC FRACTURE MECHANICS
 140 
FRACTURE MECHANICS LIFE CALCULATIONS 
m := 3.0 
Paris Equation constants for ferrite-pearlite low carbon steel
I()
C := 3.610
 
a  .= 36  ksi  Minimum Expected yield strength
 
t : =0.53  Clip angle thickness at peak stress area
 
a f := 0.53  Final Crack Length
 
a i := .01  Initial Crack Length
 
Crack Shape factor, Fe  (For eliptical crack) 
c(a) := a -i- 2.5a2  (c is half the crack width, a is half the crack length) 
2 
-2 
c(a)2  a  2'  . 2 
(Ka) :=  1  stri(0)  dO 
c(a)2 
0 
Acs 
Q(a,Acs)  4(a)2 1- .05 
a ys 
F e(a,Aa) 
1 
4Q(a,Acs) 
Free Surface Factor, Fs  F  := 1.12 
Finite Width Factor, Fw 
M k(a) = 1.0 -t- 0.5) 
F w(a) :=M k(a) 
Stress intensity Range 
AK(a,AG) =Fe(a.,Act).F s-Fw(a)-Au.47c-a 
Paris Equation 
f 
NL(a  -= 
1
da  Total Life in cycles 
C(o.K(a,Aa))m 141 
REMAINING LIFE CALCULATIONS
 
y  = the age of the structure 
.3+ 4.3+ 1 + 1.7+ 1.5+ 16.1+ 1.7  Percentage truck traffic
FT 
100 
F L := .85  Percentage of trucks in Slow Lane  g =525  Traffic growth rate 
C L := 2  Number of load cycle per truck  G := 30600  Current ADT 
ADT(Y) = G + gY  Function of average daily traffic 
ADT(Y) FTFL AD.n.(Y)  Average Daily Truck Traffic (one lane) 
2 
NL := (365-C L)- ADTT(Y) dY0 
-31 
1365C L.F TFL 1 
N L  (gY+ G) dYr, 
2
1  /  . -y 
365C L-FT-FL  g-L2 
/
glr
2 
N L  +
 
2 2
  \2 
0 
2  / 2  2N L g-L 
+ G-L +  gY  + G.y  Oa
 
2  \  2  365-C L-FT-F
 
/  2  2.N L(a i,Aa)
gY G +  G2  4 -g  +GY
 
365-C LT T.FL
 2  2  Remaining life in years
L(Aa,y) 
2.­
2 142 
REMAINING LIFE CALCULATIONS, Continued 
Northbound Structure
 
Middle  2nd from middle
 
Middle Panels  L(12.5,44) =9  L(24.8,44) =-31
 
End Panel
 
1st Floorbeam  L(13.8,44) =0  L(27.5,44) =-34
 
End Panel
 
L(8.6,44) =57  L(19.9,44) =-23
2nd Floorbeam 
Southbound Structure 
Middle  2nd from middle  3rd from middle 
Middle Panels  L(10.1,34) =35  L(20.1,34) = -18  L(14.6,34) = -1 
End Panel 
1st Floorbeam  L(11.3,34) =22  L( 22.5 , 34) = -22  L(16.3,34) =-8 
End Panel  L(7.1,34) =96  L(14.2,34) = 1  L(10.3,34) =33 
2nd Floorbeam 143 
APPENDIX J
 
IDENTIFICATION METHODOLOGY
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IDENTIFICATION METHODOLOY
 
E  30000000  psi  Youngs Modulus of stringer  L :- 210 in  Stringer Length 
I := 802 inA4  Moment of Inertia of stringer  P :-- 10000  Stringer Load 
S := 84  in  Stringer Spacing 
t : =6  in  Thickness of Reinforced Concrete Deck 
C R.375 := 5.724-10 9 Clip angle rotation constant for 4 x 3.5 x 3/8 in clip angle 
C  .5  =4.429-10-9  Clip angle rotation constant for 4 x 3.5 x 1/2 in clip angle 
C s.375  0.1506  Clip angle stress constant for 4 x 3.5 x 3/8 in clip angle 
C  = 0.1205  Clip angle stress constant for 4 x 3.5 x 1/2 in clip angle
S. 
Equation for maximum stringer loading for different deck thickness and stringer spacing 
t  5.9
P(S,t) =(S-162+ 700)-1 
17 
S172  12000  t- 5.9) 
1 P(S,t) :=  12000 + 
17 72150 
+1 
S150 
Simplified Equation for moment from Clip Angle Deflection Analysis 
P(S,t)-L2
 
16-E-I
 Mo(S,t,I,L,C R)  Mo(84,6,802,210,C R.375) =163102 in-lb 
C R + 
2EI 
Where S is stringer spacing, t is deck thickness, I is stringer moment of inertia L is 
stringer length. and C is the clip angle constant obtained from 3D FEA Analysis. 
a :=Mo-C so 
P(S,t)L2 
16-E-I a(S,t,I,L,CR,C s)  -C s  0(84,6,802,210,C R.375 ,C s.375) = 24563 psi 
C R + 
2E1 